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Rain go away I’m late today

When it rains it pours’
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Increase of new teachers

not matched by lob market
By John Van Gundy
Between now and 1980, 4.2 million new
elementary and high school teachers will enter
the labor market, according to the U.S.
Department of Labor.
As the would-be elementary and high school
teachers pour forth from the nation’s
universities and colleges, they will find there are
only 2.3 million jobs available in the elementary
and high school systems.
The Department of Labor reports many
rejected job seekers will return to college and
work toward another degree.
For the SISU undergraduatefreshman or
sophomore majoring in educationit’s fairly
easy to check out the possibilities of jobs in their
field now.
Dr. Frank Endicott, placement director of
Northwestern University, said, "Perhaps 40 per
cent of NWU graduates in liberal arts and
educational majors in 1971 are unemployed or
working jobs which are not commensurate to
their education."
"Commensurate" in this case means the
graduate is driving scab or stocking shelves ins
grocery store or employed in a menial job far
below his intellectual and earning power as a
college graduate.
Although employed, the college graduate

would be
"an under-achiever" in the
terminology of educators.
Edward Rumpf of the U.S. Office of Education,
recently made the following observation,
"People are finally beginning to realize that
college isn’t the only means of entrance to
heaven."
Four years ago the National Advisory Council
on Vocational Education (NAVCE). in a report
concerning the stigma which goes along with
occupational training, said, "At the very heart of
the problem is a national attitude which says
vocational education is for other childrennot
mine.
"Americans. parents and educators have
promoted the idea that the only good education
is one capped by four years of college. This idea
is snobbish, undemocratic and a revelation of
why schools fail so many students." the report
added.
Naturally this kind of thinking and talking
was no big surprise when stated by the
advocates of the vocational group.
But now, pundits of college and university
groups are admitting that college or university is
not for everyone. And maybe a long standing
ideapushed by government, stereotyped
parents and educators, who reminded students

.:

Rain ahead but no head in sight

that college education is the answer to all
thingsis not really the answer.
What then is the answer?
Perhaps it’s the new look and attention being
paid to the middle-of-the-road or solutions the
U.S. Office of Education is mulling over. The
middle-of-the-road or compromise solutions
emphasize and strongly advocate a person
should have work experience before college and
take work-study programs in school.
This grim picture for the future of SISU
elementary and high school education majors is
due to a number of reasons:
The declining birth rate has been drying up
enrollments in the elementary schools. School
enrollments as distant as 1980 are expected lobe
still below the 1968 levels.
Reducing the over-all number of teachers
needed is the growing useespecially in high
schoolsof a new array of educational
hardware, such as instructional television and
language laboratories.
For the SISU education major who plans
ahead the over-all picture isn’t that dark. There
are bright job opportunities if SISU education
majors are alert to the chances and willing and
able to grab them.
job list cont. on page 4
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Reform leader Lowenstein
makes C. U. address
Political and social crusader Al Lowenstein
who masterminded the "dump Johnson"
movement in ’68 and worked with Congressman
Paul N. McCloskey in his "dump Nixon"
attempt, will be speaking for George McGovern
in the CU. Umunhum Room at noon today. At
p.m. he will lead a discussion -lecture in IC 141.
Admission is free for both lectures.
The former New York congressman and long
time champion of civil rights and liberal politics
will be at Bay Area colleges campaigning for
Senator McGovern during the next few days.
Lowenstein is the national chairman of
Americans for Democratic Action (ADA) which
launched the massive voter registration drive of
18 to 21 year -olds last year.
Before former President Johnson announced
he would not run for a second term in ’88,
Lowenstein tried to persuade McGovern and
Robert Kennedy to challenge the incumbent. He
was turned down by both before settling on
Senator Eugene McCarthy as third choice.
Kennedy, who later entered the race and was
assassinated, once quoted Emerson in a letter
describing Lowenstein. He wrote:..."if a single
man plant himself on his convictions and then
abide, the huge world will come round to him."
And indeed, since his youth. Lowenstein. who is
known for arousing young people to action, has
been summoning the world around him.
While still a student at the University of North
Caroline he assisted the University’s President
Frank Graham in efforts to integrate the campus.
When Graham was later elected Senator.

Lowenstein. at 20, became his special assistant.
Following that he worked for presidential
candidate Adlai Stevenson, and in ’58 was
foreign policy assistant to Senator Hubert
Humphrey.
Between 1980 and 1988 he wrote "Brutal
Mandate," a novel on racial oppression in SouthWest Africa, served as adviser to Martin Luther
King and the Southern Christian Leadership
Conference, taught at Stanford, North Carolina
State University, and the City University of
New York.
In ’86 he was a civilian observer of elections in
the Dominican Republic and filled the same
capacity in South Vietnam in 1967.
From 1969 to 1970 as a New York
congressman, he voted against nurmrous antiliberal bills such as to cut off aid to students
involved in campus disorders, an antipornography measure, and nearly a score of
military appropriations.
With Representatives Pete McCloskey and
others he also set up a coordinating center for
strategy in planning and pushing peace
legislation.
Lowenstein was defeated in his second bid for
congress when the fifth congressional district
gerrymandered to exclude Jewish and liberal
neighborhoods.
In April 1971 he joined Congressman
McCloskey’s voter registration drive, and a
month later was elected to his present post of
ADA chairman.

Complete spectrum of services
available at birth control center

The ancient art of tatooing being revived Story on page 4

By Jackie Easley
The waiting room is small, but light rind
cheerful. Colorful posters plastered here and
there on the white walls speak of love and life,
and add a strange familiarity to the room.
One young girl sits quietly reading a
pamphlet on contraceptives, and a middle-aged
man sits nervously on the edge of a chair. A
smiling male attendant dressed in white opens
the door loan outer office, and summons the man
inside.
Family Planning Alternatives, Inc. (FPA(, like
many of its present-day counterparts, is a nonprofit birth control center.
The organization, located at 285 Meridian
Ave., was founded in February by Ms. Pat
Miller, former executive director of Planned
Parenthood in San Jose: John H. Hessel, a former
volunteer vasectomy counselor with that
organization; and Ms. Pat Potter, who did
volunteer unplanned pregnancy counseling for
Planned Parenthood.
In addition to contraceptive counseling and
prescription, the organization also offers
pregnancy testing, abortion clinics, obstetric
referrals, vasectomy clinics, gonorrhea testing,
diagnostic infertility clinics, and female
’.ierilizat ion,
Birth control for all
"FPA believes all people should have the right
to plan their families. All birth control services
should be available to everyone who wants
them, regardless of age. marital status, the
number of previous children, or financial level,"
Ms. Miller said.
"In addition, we believe all should be free from
pressure or restrictions which encourage
parenthood against the individual’s own best
interest or judgement." she emphasized.
One clinic night per week is devoted to
iantraceptive counseling. The Thursday night
clinic is set up to save the patient time, and
eliminates any waiting on the part of the
individual.
Long waiting avoided
Appointments are made by phone, and those
desiring birth control devices never have to wait

more than a week for an appointment.
"In setting up this clinic, I wanted to get away
from situations where you wait for three hours
on separate days," Ms. Miller explained.
"Patients resent having to return two or three
different times."
The initial examination at FP& which
includes a pelvic exam and a Pap smear, costs
$20. Birth control supplies vary from $1.50 per
month for birth control pills. to $5 for a
diaphragm, and $10 for an intra-uterine device.
Personal Vasectomy screening
Hessel conducts screening and counseling for
the vasectomy Clinic. "Basically I talk to men and
encourage them to bring their wives. We want to
make sure that the man is not being pressured
into having a vasectomy. but is doing it because
he truly does not wish to father any more
children," he said.
Group sessions are held every Tuesday night
at which time Hessel explains the vasectomy
procedure and answers any questions
prospective patients may have. The actual
operation is performed at the clinic, costs $75.
and generally takes 15 to 30 minutes. Since April
of this year. the clinic has conducted 172
vasectomies.
Individual abortion counseling is conducted at
EPA on an appointment basis. "Although there
Is no obligation for the woman counseled to
attend our abortion clinics, most prefer to do so,"
Ms. Miller said.
"We try to determine if the woman really
wants an abortion, or is being pushed into it by a
boyfriend, mother, or counselor," she said.
"Ninety-nine per cent of the women that come to
us come because they want help with abortions.
If they need other help, we refer them to the
Children’s Home Society or the Welfare
Depart men I."
Minimal cost abortions
An abortion performed prior to the 13th week
of pregnancy through FPA will cost the patient
$185, which includes counseling, medication,
and surgical procedures. The woman rarely
spends more than five hours in the hospital.
In tin case of a pregnancy that is 18 or more

weeks along, saline injections are required. and
a two-day hospital stay is sometimes necessary.
Approximate cost is $400-450. according to the
length of hospitalization.
For persons who believe they may have
contracted a venereal disease, but do not wish to
do to a public facility for testing. FPA does
gonorrhea testing for a minimal fee. Results of
the test are available within 48 hours.
For those who wish to get pregnant and
cannot, slow -cost diagnostic infertility program
is available. FPA will assist the patient in
finding a doctor to provide indicated treatment,
and will forward all copies of medical records to
the doctor selected.
Female sterilization, or tubal ligation, must be
done in a hospital. With the development of the
laparoscopic method, however, an overnight
stay is seldom necessary.

Positions open
for council,
A.S. boards
Applicants are still being sought for openings
on Associated Student and Academic Council
positions.
A.S. Personnel Director Donna Lai urges all
interested students to apply for positions in the
A.S. offices, located on the third level of the
College Union.
Interview times for specific committees are as
follows:
Oct. 18: Board of Governors. Spartan
Shops-1-3 p.m. and 3-4:30 p.m.
Oct. 17: A.S. judiciary -3-4 p.m.
Oct. 18: Winter Carnival -2:30-4:30 p.m.
Oct. 19: Student Financial Aids -3-4:30 p.m.
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OPEN LETTER

Opposition to US C Chicano dismissals

-.Jour more

Editorial

Help Child Care Center
It’s been a long time coming,
but after various attempts, San
Jose State University finally has
what looks like a well-organized
and progressive child day care
center.
The students who helped make
the center a reality, those enrolled
in Student Community
Involvement Program’s class,
"Child Care Research Action
Group," should be commended.
Although the center seems to be
off to a good start. the Daily urges
the campus and community to
lend a helping hand financially to
properly equip the program’s
facilities.
Gulland
Frances
The
Children’s Center, SCIP, Inc., at
St. Paul’s Methodist Church, loth
and San Salvador streets, is a
place where children, ages 2V2t0 5
years old, can develop socially,
mentally and physically in an
atmosphere conducive to
independent thought, minus sexrole stereotypes.
Because of its encouraging
steps away from a baby-sitting
center, the Daily believes support

should be given to the day care
center which already enrolls 50
children per hour.
The projected 12-month budget
for the center is $70,000. The
Associated Students and Spartan
Shops have contributed $9,000
each, about $1,000 has come from
private contributions and $500
from the Bank of America.
The remainder of the operating
budget is coming from federal
funds through Title IV-A of the
Social Security Act of the State
Department of Education.
are
charged
Students
anywhere from five cents to $1.15
per hour, based on the family’s
income, to enroll their children.
The sources do not, however,
provide funds to buy equipment
necessary to run the program
such as office supplies,
playground equipment and
instructional materials.
The Daily asks campus service
clubs and organizations,
community businesses and
individuals to contact the center
and see what they can do to help
get needed equipment.

UPS AND

Dear Father Terry:
After having read your response to
El Frente in the "Both Sides Speak
Out" column in the University of Santa
Clara campus paper, I have taken
exception to several points you made
and would like to voice my opinion as
both a concerned citizen and a
Chicano. I would hope that you will
consider these comments seriously as
you appear to be quite naive in matters
related directly to the minority public.
El Frente may seem a bit ambitious
when they say that there is a
nationwide trend to remove Chicano
programs and Chicano administrators.
This is not entirely so because on a
national level the Chicano does not
exist. The majority of the people in the
United States have little or no
knowledge of our race and therefore
show little or no concern for our
community. Possibly again speaking
of the national picture, this may be a
justifiable situation in places like
Delaware or Maine, but certainly this
is an absurd attitude to hold in San
lose, Calif.
There does exist a state-wide trend
to eliminate the Chicano from the
administrative "echelon" of education
- even to the point of denying him the
right to actively participate in
obtaining an education. This non commitment to the Chicano
community largely stems from the fact
that many so-called "high level"
educators and administrators never
understood the needs of our
community.
Educational programs that allowed
Chicano participation were conceived.
not out of concern, but rather from
fear, guilt, or whatever. The
commitment to helping our people to
obtain the education that is rightfully
their’s has never been there, and
like yourself
administrators
perpetuate this non -committal
attitude.
When you speak of hiring only

qualified personnel. it’s time that you
the Chicano
that
realized
administrator goes much further
toward being qualified than does the
Anglo. The Chicano has two
perspectives, two cultures and twice
the experience. The Anglo must pull
from only one resource.
How does having only one language
and culture "quality" the Anglo to be
an administrator especially in Santa
Clara county where 17 percent of the
population is Chicano? I cannot see
how it would, unless of course you
would like to publicly state that you do
not consider the Chicano community
as important enough for you to hire
personnel that are familiar with our
community as well as the Anglos’.
Apparently, instead of utilizing the
talents of the idigenous minorities of
the area to function as a "bridge" of
understanding between the two
cultures, you have opted to remain the
"patron" and totally ignore one entire
side of the problem.
The last point I would like to make
regards your response to demand No. 7
made by El Frente:
Frente: Demand No. 7 Apology.
publicly, from Father Terry for his
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Cincinnati Reds and the Pittsburgh
Pirates.
I was there during the holiday last
Monday in search of an interview with
the Chronicle sports editor and a
promise of gainful employ.
The group persuing the color set is
perhaps a good example of what is
happening at the Chron and perhaps
throughout newspapers in the U.S.
Nobody on the staff seems to be
middle aged.
The Chronicle recently remodeled
its offices with new wall-to-wall
carpeting, new desks, better lighting
(the Chronicle used to resemble a
dungeon) and a color television set for
the sports department.
You see, it’s very important for the
sports department to have the lastest
up-to-date news on differing events.
That’s why they get a color television
set in their office which,
coincidentally, was tuned to the
Cincinnati Reds-Pittsburgh Pirates
National League play off.
Walls don’t divide the different
departments from each other in the
Chron so it’s easy to peek across the
room to the news desk and the feature
desk.
However, despite the new decor
( decidedly modern) the Chronicle still
maintains a touch of the old-time
journalism.
That touch, eliminated with the new
decor, is maintained by those veteran
reporters, the sports desk being the
best example.
The work day usually begins around
2p.m. for Chronicle staffers, with most
of the staff having wandered in by
2:30.
There is a smattering of the young
journalists, the beards, the bellbottoms and knit shirts, the longish
hair (not too long, mind you).
But the bulk of the staff (probably to
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CAMPUS S.O.S.

Foreign study; se lling dorm contracts
by Bill Bar ke
According to Dr. Christiane Cook,
head of the SISU section of the
California State University’s and
college’s International Program, there
are a few scholarships available
through her office, but they are hard to
get. She also said it is relatively easy to
get a loan for fireign study. The
countries in this program include
Germany, France, Italy, Sweden,
England,
Israel
and Taiwan.
Applications will be taken in Building
N, IC starting Nov. 15 until march. A
3.0 grade point average and good
character are the main requirements
by Mark Simon for the program, plus around $2,600
for schooling and one-way
transportation.
the disgust of the younger journalists)
are the "Old Veterans" and lordy, do
they look the part!
I purchased a dorm contract this
The first thing a veteran does when
summer and moved in Sept. 15. Now I
he comes in, is take off his coat, loosen
have found a place to live for free and
his tie, and roll up his sleeves.
would like to get out of my contract. I
Rolling up shirt sleeves seems to be
am a foreign student and tuition costs
ritual even the new journalist lives by;
enough without dorm fees. The
something about sleeves seems to get
housing office told me I had to either
in the way when pounding at a
sell my contract or forfeit it. Is there
typewriter.
anything else I can do?
The next thing the veterans do is
Kamol Keokhathasiri
curse the new reporters and ask each
other what is this world coming to.
There are a few things you can do.
Across the room, on the city side,
more reporters and editors are filing
in, one fellow has a trench coat over his
arm and a slouch hat pushed back on
his head. Perfect.
Another guy in the sports
department was wearing the classic
green eye shade and had a copy of the
morning’s Sporting Green rolled up
and stuffed in his rear pocket.
Editor:
He said he wears the green eyeshade
"because I’ve been around here so long
I have been a student at San Jose
they let me wear anything I want."
State University for over a year and
And that, my friend, is the crux of
have seen many "administrative
the Chronicle, all these veterans, all
games" but never had I any incentive
these old-timers are really almost
to do anything or stand up and say
ghosts.
anything - - until now.
In a few years they’ll be gone and
I am very upset over what has taken
that generation founded on the belief
place within the past few weeks in the
that you really can stop the presses if
Financial Aids office. But first I would
you want to, will fade away with it.
like to say that many students, as well
The veterans will be replaced and
as myself, who are dependent upon the
the replacements, the young writers,
E.O.P. program for financing their
are surely no step down in quality. The
education, are, because of it, in a
new journalists will bring in some new
situation where it is better to accept
energy that may have faded because of
some "things" rather than to say much,
one-too-many deadlines.
if anything, toward what I consider
institutionalized injustices, so I guess
Still, it is the passing of an era and
whether or not the era was a good one,
that is why I have heard more informal
than formal argument to this effect.
we will remember it.
I think now I should say something
By the way, the sports editor said
about the mess that has taken place
there weren’t any positions open right
with the Financial Aids this semester.
now but to check back with him in a
I have run into a vast number of
little while and maybe...

Is there any way for a San Jose State
University student to get grants,
scholarships, fellowships or aid for
study in a foreign country? If so, how,
what countries and when and where
can I apply? What are the
requirements?
Aubrey Goo

They don’t stop presses anymore
The bulk of the San Francisco
Chronicle sports staff was gathered
around the television set watching the
National League playoffs between the

statement labeling some of the
dismissed admiinstrators as
"incompetent" and "freeloading."
Father Terry: Until it is proved
that such remarks are inaccurate, no
apology will be given.
In effect you stated that these people
are "guilty" until proven "innocent." It
is not up to those that you verbally
maligned to prove themselves worthy
of your apologies. The burden of proof
lies with the accuser, and if you can
prove what you say, do so! Don’t play
games with other men and womens’
integrity.
Unsubstantiated innuendoes may
make your rhetoric appear stronger
but eventually the truth must be
brought to light and if it is not done by
yourself then the public has every
right to believe that "patronismo" and
not fact was the basis for your
remarks.
Your administration is very
reminiscent of The Inquisition. I
sincerely hope that we may witness a
saner conclusion before history has an
opportunity to perform its fabled
repetition.
Gabriel Reyes
Director Mexican American E.O.P.

First you can find a student to buy
your contract and bring him to the
Auxiliary Enterprises Building and
straighten out the matter. Or, you can
forfeit 30 days rent, about $150, as is
dictated by law, and receive the rest of
your year’s payment. The Housing
Office would help you find someone to
sell your contract to if they had a
waiting list, but they now have four
male vacancies to be filled, along with
about 15 female openings. Bill Allison,
head of Auxiliary Enterprises, said
that an ad in the Spartan Daily might
prove beneficial because he has the
figures that show 90 per cent of people
who try to sell their contracts through
the ads succeed. Any replacement will
do, even if its not a male, because of the
room in the female dorms.
Campus S.O.S. is a weekly feature of
the Spartan Daily and is intended to
help the MSC community with
problems it may have. To submit a
question to Campus S.O.S., wtite a
letter to the Spartan Daily, phone 2773181 or drop by the office in iC 207.
Names need not be submitted with the
questions if the inquisitor wishes it be
withheld.

Letter to the Editor

Unjust financial aid tie-ups
students who have been, as myself,
quite disillusioned over the fact that
their financial aid was either delayed,
lost, or in the case of myself, "By
accident, they just didn’t know what
happened."
I can consider an occasional slip an
accident, but when so many are of this
nature then I have to think that either
the people who handle these
administrative duties don’t really care
about such gigantic hopes that they
hold in their hands where student
education is concerned, or they, as it
has been said, are making accidents.
On such a large scale as this, means to
me incorrigible or old age, and if this is
indeed the case then I think these
people need lobe replaced with people
who will be more effective and
concerned about the "gigantic hopes
that are within their hands."
Elbert S. Alexander
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News Review
Woman booked in escape case
CHINO. Calif.Cheryl Ann Hocklin Willi arrested yesterday
in Hayward in connection with the fatal shooting of a guard
during the escape Friday of prisoner Ronald Wayne Beaty from
the California Institution for Men at Chino, sheriffs officers
said.
Miss Hocklin, 22. of Chula Vista, was booked for investigation
of murder. She was first lodged in Alameda county Jail. then
transferred to the county jail in San Bernardino. a sheriffs
sopkesman said.
The spokesman refused to say if Miss Hocklin is believed to be
the woman seen in the car in which Beaty escaped.

Tax proposal ’inthe ballpark’
SACRAMENTOWilson Riles. state school superintendent,
said yesterday Gov. Ronald Reagan’s tax reform proposal is "in
the ball park" in terms of what the state must come up with for
public school financing.
Gov. Reagan’s proposal would provide $200 million in new
state money for local schools along with another $250 million in
state money to make up for a rollback in local school property
taxes.

Nixon urges tax ceiling
ATLANTA, Ga.Pres, Richard Nixon urged Senate approval
of his "taxproff ceiling on spending" by the Federal govenment,
during his brief campaign into the south yesterday.
The House has passed his $250 billion spending lid which
Nixon said would avoid inflationary pressures on a need for
higher taxes and so would "protect and enhance the remarkable
economic progress we have achieved since 1989."

Senate anti-busing bill
WASHINGTONThe Senate shelved a House-passed anti busing bill yesterday after a third attempt to break a filibuster
against it failed.
Backers of the bill said they would be willing to stay in
Washington through the Nov. 7 election and beyond if necessary
to try and pass the bill.

Hijackers killer sues airline
SANTA ANA, Calif. William H. Mills has filed a $1.2 million
suit against Pan American Airways for publicly identifying him
as the man who killed a hijacker on a Vietnam -bound airliner in
July.
Contending the airline’s disclousure was "in reckless wanton
disregard for the safety of his family," Mills said he and his wife
and their three children have received death threats from the
survivors of the slain hijacker.
He shot hijacker Nguyen Thi Binh on the order of the airline’s
pilot, Mills said.

Laguna Seca;
a race to see
By Cory Farley
I’ve been a sports car freak
for to years, haven’t missed a
race in this area since I was 15.
I mention this not because I
think you care, but to establish
myself as a minor authority so
I can tell you that you should
Oa to Laguna Seca this
weekend.
With all the foofaraw about
the Can -Am race on Sunday,
everybody seems to have
added
the
overlooked
attractions. For one thing,
to
be
a "2.5
there’s going
Trans-Am Sedan Challenge
Championship" race at 1:40
p.m.. before the Can’Am. The
cars in this race (called the
"Two-Five Challenge," if you
want to sound hip) are
economy sedans: Datsuns,
Pintos, Toybtas, the odd Vega,
things like that. Don’t be
misled by the "Sedan" in the
title
- they’re race cars,
prepared by professionals,
and they go fast. Their race
last year was the best I’ve ever
seen.
For years, you’ve had to plan
on getting a bank loan for a
race weekend. There just
wasn’t any way you could get
out for less than $20, and that
was if you brought lunch. This
weekend’s Can -Am is the first
time they’ve offered discounts
for students. Instead of $8 for
Sunday. you’ll get in for $5
with a student body card. A
three-day combo, good Friday,
Saturday and Sunday. goes for
$7 on the discount. It’s $10
normally.

Blood drive
set for Nov.
in C.U. area
No mailer what your race.
creed or blood type, you will
once again be given the
opportunity to donate blood to
the American Red Cross.
Students wishing to donate
blood may do so on
Wednesday, Nov. 8, or
Thursday. Nov. 9, from 9 a.m.
to 4 p.m. in the C.U. LOMB
Prieto Room.
The blood drive is being
sponsored by the Air Force
Reserve Officers Training
Corps.
Regardless of whether or not
they [Innate, all San lose State
University
students are
entitled to tree blood when
needed. Anyone who does
donate, however, is entitled to
one year ol free blood for
himself, his spouse, children,
parents. perents- in-law, end
gm a ndporent s

Let’s assume you’re going,
which is what Laguna must be
assuming or they wouldn’t
send me all that publicity.
Let’s further assume you’ve
never been, which is what I’ve
been assuming, which is why
this is so...uh...basic in
content. Here are a few tips to
make it less painful for you:
First, bring lunch. Prices are
high and qulality is low in the
concession stands. Second, go
early. I generally leave San
lose by 7 a.m., but I’m a
fanatic. About 8:30 a.m.
should do it for you.
No matter what you hear
about the best way to get to
Laguna Seca, the way that
works best for me is to go
straight down 101 to Salinas,
then right on 68 to the track.
And no matter how you go, 68
and 101 are the roads to take to
get home. Traffic on the coast
is ALWAYS bumper to
bumper. finless you want to
sit in Seaside until dawn, do
like I tell you.
When you get to the track.
park in the infield. It takes a
little while to get out, but you
can get to the car during the
race in case you forgot the
wine or are suddenly taken
drunk. If you park outside you
can forget about going to the
car until it’s over.
And for God’s sake, dress
for it. At every race you see
these great leggy Vogue -model
chicks tottering around on
high heels, falling into ground
squirrel holes and freezing off
thier hot pants. Wear Levi’s
and a T-shirt, bring a sweater
and a raincoat and a thermos
of coffee.

Poet Allen ’fires
Black experience
By Rose Calhoun
Poetry is more than an art. It
transcends the meters and
rhymes to become a joy, an
experience to be shared with
one’s brother.
High school days were
marked
with
memorizing
Gray’s "Elegy Written in a
Country Churchyard," or Poe’s
"Raven," all but the most
scholarly hated poetry. Today,
memorizing is replaced with
rappin’ and e eryone can enjoy
poetry.
After an afternoon listening
to the "Church of Poetic
Expression" rappin’ will make
one a poetry lover for life.
he drums pound in the
background as a tambourine
jingle-jangles in tempo. A flute
is played softly by a young
man who doesn’t realize
anyone’s in the room.
A voice from the back of the
room puts the question before
the audience. "Is Sly blowing
blow, or is blow blowing Sly?"
The crowd applauds, gives out
a few "right on’s" and the poet
continues.
A shy young man steps up
front. (His first reading for the
church). Some of his poetry is
well received and he visually
relaxes. His voice becomes
stronger as he gains control of
the audience.
Then, Wallace Allen jumps
out at you. His braided hair
and the loose fitting dashiki
catch your attention - - before
he begins to rap.

Anti- imperialist’

members rally
Two car pools will leave
from the campus area
Saturday to attend the Oct. 14
March and Rally in San
Francisco.
Persons needing rides, along
with anyone having cars, will
assemble in the Lucky Store
parking lot at Seventh and
Santa Clara eta, at 8:30 a.m..
according to Sue Martinez of
the Graphic Offensive.
Another car pool. for
persons
interested
in
attending the march as
members of
the "antiimperialist contingent," being
organized by the Radical
Student Union (HSU), will
assemble at Seventh and San
Carlos sig., also at 8:30 a.m.,
according to Ted James of the

Thanksgiving
Pilgrimage
To Hawaii
Four Nights 965. Including...
. . round trip via Pan Am 707 from San

to Honolulu, 4 nights lodging at
the Reef Towers Hotel (double occupancy),
transfers from airport to hotel and hotel to
Hawaii-SJSU football game, all baggage
handling, tips and airport taxes. For more
information and reservations call John Merz
28741301 or stop by suite
Student
710 at 6th 8 Santa Clara
Services
Make Thanksgiving a
11111 West, Inc.
trip.
A student owned and operated service
Francisco

He has no note pad, or cue
cards. Impressive, you think.
He shouts, exhorts. insults,
and remembers to smile before
he sits on the sidelines.
"One day in 1969 the acid
caressed the grass, and this is
the smoke as it came..."
"Destiny...a hollow timeless
vacuum before us. unfolds...
Waiting for us to fill it, with
the ingredients of our soul,
soul...OUR SOUL,"
Three years ago when
Wallace came to San Jose State
University, he asked other
Black poets if they would join
him in sharing his works with
the campus Black community.
An "experience" was held in
the Black Studies building and
the "Church of Poetic
Expression" was born.
Unlike poets who tell of
laboring over every line.
attempting to get each stanza
perfect. Allen said his poetry
writing comes easily.
"The poetry is like a frame.
It’s already framed. All I have
to do is write it down. My
problem is deciding what to
write down. If I must struggle
as a poet, that’s it," Allen said.
"Poetry is a very private
means of delivering a message.
It expresses how I personally
see life, how I develop a value
system," he added.
Allen has published a 25
page book of poetry titled
"Mirrors for Eyes." and plans
to publish a second book in
January.

RSU.
Marchers will assemble at
9:30 a.m. in San Francisco at
Doloree Park. 18th and
Dolores sta., for a march to
Golden Gate Park.
Among
the
scheduled
speakers are Ramsey Clark,
former U.S. attorney general;
Congressman Julian Bond, D GA.,. and David Dellinger, an
anti -war activist.

By Kea Mohr
"The Daily can now exist tree from the threat of control by tb..
or
by
any other special interest group:
Associated Students
Thus spoke Donald Tollefson. eiditor of the Stanford Dail
last week. Stanford University students voted to publish that
newspaper through an "independent non-profit corporation."
The vote: 1737 to 344.
Until now, the paper had been run by the Associated Students.
Stanford University joins a prestigious group of schools with
financially independent newspapers Harvard, Yale. Cornell.
and U.C. Berkeley.
"Independence will not cause any major changes in format."
said Tollefson, "But this is a good time to re-emphasize our
commitment of being a responsible newspaper which serves all
the members of the Stanford community."
On the same Thursday votes were being collected. Tollefsor
as well as newspapermen across the country. had still more tol,,
thankful for.
Judge Robert Peckham of the U.S. District Court in Si,
Francisco ruled that a search of the Stanford Daily made on Apt
12, 1971 by four Palo Alto policemen was illegal.
The policemen had searched the office for 15 minutes. looking
lor photographs or negatives of film taken by Daily
photographers of a violent demonstration at the Stanford
University Hospital April R. No materials were removed from
the Daily’s office.
Said Judge Peckham in his opinion, "The affidavits of the Daily
staff clearly document the undermined confidence in the Daily
among fellow students as a result of this search and note their
own reluctance toward aggressive newsgathering. The
continuing effect of te search is undeniable."
One of the Daily’s attorneys noted this was an unprecedented
case.
A weekly column could easily be written solely about other
campus newspapers lust as the role of the student is changing, in
a similar manner, the role of the campus newspaper is under reexamination. As the policies change, the papers face ne,
problems.
One case in point is the Daily Nexus of the University of
California, Santa Barbara. The story began in lone.
Following up a story found in a local investigative paper, the
Nexus published a story linking the district and city attorneys of
Santa Barbara financially to real estate speculators who were
facing civil fraud suits. Oddly enough, Cie district attorney’s
office had failed to prosecute.
Two other local newspapers joined the ranks. The DA and CA
responded by denying the charges (in fact, saying that the public
records were lies) and threatening to file libel suits against the
four newspapers.
Along with the other three papers. the Nexus refused to print a
retraction of its statements. ’rruth. the editor noted, is just as
good a defense against libel.
’rhe University of California regents, however, were afraid of
losing such a libel case and ordered the UCSB administration to
seize control of the Summer Nexus - just long enough to print a
retraction. The Administration’s Office of Public Information
did so on July 4 and a retraction appeared on the July Sedition’s
editorial page.
As might be expected, there was a little feedback. A number of
student newspaper editors were in support of the Nexus and six
Santa Barbara lawyers said they believed the news story in
question not to be libelous. The DA and CA have not yet pressed
charges.
They did, however, ask or a retraction again three weeks later
and when the Nexus again refused, it looked as though there
might be another takeover. Instead, a few short-terin
compromises were worked out with the regents.

By Steve Marinucci
When Jerry La Croix left
Edgar Winter’s White Trash, it
was like Lennon leaving
McCartney. The two had been
the driving force behind White
Trash, one of the best "sweatbands in rock.
Jerry has now teamed up
with some of the White Trash
people and created the album
"La Croix" and it’s really fine.
Jerry’s thing with White
Trash was funky rhythm n’
blues, as opposed to the rock n’
roll Edgar Winter was into,
and ferry continues that here.
What’s really nice is the fact
that Jerry really loves his
music and it shows. His
exceptional
vocal
performances
on
"Drivin’
Wheel," "Sexy Linda Lee" and
"Ninety-nine and A Half," are
testimony to the fact.
The band contains ton
Smith, Tilly Lawrence and
Marshall Cyr -the horn section
of White Trash. -Geroge Sheck
on bass, Barry Rillea on lead
guitar. and Bobby Ramirez on
drums, also a former member
of White Trash.
Toiother, leery and the band
have created a fine album. one
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FIRST RINGS
How do you show someone he or she is
number one on your charts? With a
First Ring in 14 karat gold!
A. Teen Star diamond, $35.
B. Marquise diamond, $49.50.
C. Infinity ring, $25.
D. Girls signet, $18.
E. Boys signet, $29.50.
Slightly enlarged to show detail

Do Something Beautiful.,,,

GRANAT BROS

JEWELERS SINCE 1905
EASTRIDGE MALL. SAN JOSE
Capitol Expressway. Tully and Ouimby Roads
Open evenings. Mon through Fri Open Sun afternoon
STEVENS CREEK PLAZA. SANTA CLARA
Stevens Creek Blvd it Winchester Blvd (On the Emporium Matti
Open Thursday evening

in

HAWAII

lake a special charter. r,,
o the game. All
and transportation expenses
io and limn game are
included
Leave Not 22
All tor onh $169.00 plus

SPARTAN
TRAVEL
MART

College Union
\ 287-2070

STUDENT RATES
on rentil

of

Manual und Electric
Typewriters
Adding Machines
SPECIAL DISCOUNT
on

typewriter repair with this oal

KENNEDY BUSINESS MACHINES
170 So. 2nd St. 286-2610
Free parking at rear of store on 3rd St
itooioom

SKIERS
SALE!
RENTAL & DEMO SKIS
were new --sale

Fischer Silverglass

$100. $39.95
Lamborghini metal
$130. $29.95
Fischer Hickory
$45. $17.95
Misc demo skis
60-80% OFF
Leather buckle boots
$45. $14.95
Plastic buckle
$40. $16.95
"72" Plastic buckle
$40. $21.95
New Henke boots
$70. $47.00
New La Dolomite boots $40. $29.98
Assorted foam boots
25% OFF
Used pants & parkas
CHEAP

Waterproof
breathable
powder
pants
25 Tr
$16.95
OFF
U.S. made
hofttc), CAMP
CITY

All gloves
in stock

r-

(pc_

for whiLh mourners ol 111,
demised White Trash, anti
those who never heard ot
White Trash, can rejoice.

ta

in the

Magneet French
10 -speed bikes
$95.00 SALE
Campagnolo
Derailleur
k-?-,(i

Trash artist
fine in solo
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OPEN LETTER

Opposition to USC Chicano dismissals

’...Four more weeks’

Editorial

Help Child Care Center
It’s been a long time coming,
but after various attempts, San
Jose State University finally has
what looks like a well-organized
and progressive child day care
center.
The students who helped make
the center a reality, those enrolled
in Student Community
Involvement Program’s class,
"Child Care Research Action
Group," should be commended.
Although the center seems to be
off to a good start, the Daily urges
the campus and community to
lend a helping hand financially to
properly equip the program’s
facilities.
Frances Gotland
The
Children’s Center, SCIP, Inc., at
St. Paul’s Methodist Church, 10th
and San Salvador streets, is a
place where children, ages 2v2to 5
years old, can develop socially,
mentally and physically in an
atmosphere conducive to
independent thought, minus sexrole stereotypes.
Because of its encouraging
steps away from a baby-sitting
center, the Daily believes support

should be given to the day care
center which already enrolls 50
children per hour.
The projected 12-month budget
for the center is $70,000. The
Associated Students and Spartan
Shops have contributed $9,000
each, about $1,000 has come from
private contributions and SAO
from the Bank of America.
The remainder of the operating
budget is coming from federal
funds through Title IV-A of the
Social Security Act of the State
Department of Education.
are
charged
Students
anywhere from five cents to $1.15
per hour, based on the family’s
income, to enroll their children.
The sources do not, however,
provide funds to buy equipment
necessary to run the program
such as office supplies,
playground equipment and
instructional materials.
The Daily asks campus service
clubs and organizations,
community businesses and
individuals to contact the center
and see what they can do to help
get needed equipment.

UPS AND 1)()WNS

Dear Father Terry:
Alter having read your response to
El Frente in the "Both Sides Speak
Out" column in the University of Santa
Clara campus paper, I have taken
exception to several points you made
and would like to voice my opinion as
both a concerned citizen and a
Chicano. I would hope that you will
consider these comments seriously as
you appear to be quite naive in matters
related directly to the minority public.
El Frente may seem a bit ambitious
when they say that there is a
nationwide trend to remove Chicano
programs and Chicano administrators.
This is not entirely so because on a
national level the Chicano does not
exist. The majority of the people in the
United States have little or no
knowledge of our race and therefore
show little or no concern for our
community. Possibly again speaking
of the national picture, this may be a
justifiable situation in places like
Delaware or Maine, but certainly this
is an absurd attitude to hold in San
Jose, Calif.
There does exist a state-wide trend
to eliminate the Chicano from the
administrative "echelon" of education
- even to the point of denying him the
right to actively participate in
obtaining an education. This non commitment to the Chicano
community largely stems from the fact
that many so-called "high level"
educators and administrators never
understood the needs of our
community.
Educational programs that allowed
Chicano participation were conceived,
not out of concern, but rather from
fear, guilt, or whatever. The
commitment to helping our people to
obtain the education that is rightfully
their’s has never been there, and
administrators like yourself
perpetuate this non -committal
attitude.
When you speak of hiring only

qualified personnel, it’s time that you
the Chicano
that
realized
administrator goes much further
toward being qualified than does the
Anglo. The Chicano has two
perspectives, two cultures and twice
the experience. The Anglo must pull
from only one resource.
How does having only one language
and culture "quality" the Anglo to be
an administrator especially in Santa
Clara county where 17 percent of the
population is Chicano? I cannot see
how it would, unless of course you
would like to publicly state that you do
not consider the Chicano community
as important enough for you to hire
personnel that are familiar with our
community as well as the Anglos’.
Apparently, instead of utilizing the
talents of the idigenous minorities of
the area to function as a "bridge" of
understanding between the two
cultures, you have opted to remain the
"patron" and totally ignore one entire
side of the problem.
The last point I would like to make
regards your response to demand No. 7
made by El Frente:
Frente: Demand No. 7 Apology,
publicly, from Father Terry for his
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Cincinnati Reds and the Pittsburgh
Pirates.
I was there during the holiday last
Monday in search of an interview with
the Chronicle sports editor and a
promise of gainful employ.
The group persuing the color set is
perhaps a good example of what is
happening at the Chron and perhaps
throughout newspapers in the U.S.
Nobody on the staff seems to be
middle aged.
The Chronicle recently remodeled
its offices with new wall-to-wall
carpeting, new desks, better lighting
(the Chronicle used to resemble a
dungeon) and a color television set for
the sports department.
You see, it’s very important for the
sports department to have the lastest
up-to-date news on differing events.
That’s why they get a color television
set in their office which,
coincidentally, was tuned to the
Cincinnati Reds -Pittsburgh Pirates
National League play off.
Walls don’t divide the different
departments from each other in the
Chron so it’s easy to peek across thr
room to the news desk and the feature
desk.
However, despite the new decor
(decidedly modern) the Chronicle still
maintains a touch of the old-time
journalism.
That touch, eliminated with the new
decor, is maintained by those veteran
reporters, the sports desk being the
best example.
The work day usually begins around
2 p.m. for Chronicle staffers, with most
of the staff having wandered in by
2:30.
There is a smattering of the young
journalists, the beards, the bellbottoms and knit shirts, the longish
hair (not too long, mind you).
But the bulk of the staff (probably to
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the views of the individual
writer or cartoonist.

CAMPUS S.O.S.

Foreign study;selling dorm contracts
by Bill Ilarke
According to Dr. Christiane Cook,
head of the SJSU section of the
California State University’s and
college’s International Program, there
are a few scholarships available
through her office, but they are hard to
get. She also said it is relatively easy to
get a loan for fireign study. The
countries in this program include
Germany, France, Italy, Sweden,
England,
Israel
and Taiwan.
Applications will be taken in Building
N, IC starting Nov. 15 until march. A
3.0 grade point average and good
character are the main requirements
by Mark Simon for the program, plus around $2,600
for
schooling and one-way
transportation.
the disgust of the younger journalists)
are the "Old Veterans" and lordy, do
they look the part!
I purchased a dorm contract this
The first thing a veteran does when
summer and moved in Sept. 15. Now I
he comes in, is take off his coat, loosen
have found a place to live for free and
his tie, and roll up his sleeves.
would like to get out of my contract. I
Rolling up shirt sleeves seems to be
am a foreign student and tuition costs
ritual even the new journalist lives by;
enough without dorm fees. The
something about sleeves seems to get
housing office told me I had to either
in the way when pounding at a
sell my contract or forfeit it. Is there
typewriter.
anything else I can do?
The next thing the veterans do is
Kamol Keokhathasiri
curse the new reporters and ask each
other what is this world coming to.
There are a few things you can do.
Across the room, on the city side,
more reporters and editors are filing
in, one fellow has a trench coat over his
arm and a slouch hat pushed back on
his head. Perfect.
Another guy in the sports
department was wearing the classic
green eye shade and had a copy of the
morning’s Sporting Green rolled up
and stuffed in his rear pocket.
He said he wears the green eyeshade
Editor:
"because I’ve been around here so long
I have been a student at San lose
they let me wear anything I want."
State University for over a year and
And that, my friend, is the crux of
have seen many "administrative
the Chronicle, all these veterans, all
games" but never had I any incentive
to do anything or stand up and say
these old-timers are really almost
anything - - until now.
ghosts.
In a few years they’ll be gone and
I am very upset over what has taken
that generation founded on the belief
place within the past few weeks in the
that you really can stop the presses if
Financial Aids office. But first I would
you want to, will fade away with it.
like to say that many students, as well
The veterans will be replaced and
as myself, who are dependent upon the
the replacements, the young writers,
E.O.P. program for financing their
are surely no step down in quality. The
education, are, because of it, in a
new journalists will bring in some new
situation where it is better to accept
energy that may have faded because of
some "things" rather than to say much,
one-too-many deadlines.
if anything, toward what I consider
Still, it is the passing of an era and
institutionalized injustices, so I guess
whether or not the era was a good one,
that is why I have heard more informal
than formal argument to this effect.
we will remember it.
I think now I should say something
By the way, the sports editor said
about the mess that has taken place
there weren’t any positions open right
with the Financial Aids this semester.
now but to check back with him in a
I have run into a vast number of
little while and maybe...

Is there any way for a San Jose State
University student to get grants,
scholarships, fellowships or aid for
study in a foreign country? If so, how,
what countries and when and where
can I apply? What are the
requirements?
Aubrey Goo

They don’t stop presses anymore
The bulk of the San Francisco
Chronicle sports staff was gathered
around the television set watching the
National League playoffs between the

statement labeling some of the
dismissed admiinstrators as
"incompetent" and "freeloading."
Father Terry: Until it is proved
that such remarks are inaccurate, no
apology will be given.
In effect you stated that these people
are "guilty" until proven "innocent." It
is not up to those that you verbally
maligned to prove themselves worthy
of your apologies. The burden of proof
lies with the accuser, and if you can
prove what you say, do so! Don’t play
games with other men and womens’
integrity.
Unsubstantiated innuendoes may
make your rhetoric appear stronger
but eventually the truth must be
brought to light and if it is not done by
yourself then the public has every
right to believe that "patronismo" and
not fact was the basis for your
remarks.
Your administration is very
reminiscent of The Inquisition. I
sincerely hope that we may witness a
saner conclusion before history has an
opportunity to perform its fabled
repetition.
Gabriel Reyes
Director Mexican American E.O.P.

First you can find a student to buy
your contract and bring him to the
Auxiliary Enterprises Building and
straighten out the matter. Or, you can
forfeit 30 days rent, about $150, as is
dictated bylaw, and receive the rest of
your year’s payment. The Housing
Office would help you find someone to
sell your contract to if they had a
waiting list, but they now have four
male vacancies to be filled, along with
about 15 female openings. Bill Allison,
head of Auxiliary Enterprises, said
that an ad in the Spartan Daily might
prove beneficial because he has the
figures that show 90 per cent of people
who try to sell their contracts through
the ads succeed. Any replacement will
do, even if its not a male, because of the
room in the female dorms.
Campus S.O.S. is a weekly feature of
the Spartan Daily and is intended to
help the SjSU community with
problems it may have. To submit a
question to Campus S.O.S., wilita a
letter to the Spartan Daily, phone 2773181 or drop by the office in iC 207.
Names need not be submitted with the
questions if the inquisitor wishes it be
withheld.

Letter to the Editor

Unjust financial aid tie-ups
students who have been, as myself,
quite disillusioned over the fact that
their financial aid was either delayed,
lost, or in the case of myself, "By
accident, they just didn’t know what
happened."
I can consider an occasional slip an
accident, but when so many are of this
nature then I have to think that either
the people who handle these
administrative duties don’t really care
about such gigantic hopes that they
hold in their hands where student
education is concerned, or they, as it
has been said, are making accidents.
On such a large scale as this, means to
me incorrigible or old age, and if this is
indeed the case then I think these
people need to be replaced with people
who will be more effective and
concerned about the "gigantic hopes
that are within their hands."
Elbert S. Alexander

---mmolgar
pus Review

News Review
CHINO. Calif.Cheryl Ann Hocklin was arrested yesterday
in Hayward in connection with the fatal shooting of a guard
during the escape Friday of prisoner Ronald Wayne Beaty from
the California Institution for Men at Chino, sheriffs officers
said.
Miss Hocklin, 22, of Chula Vista, was booked for investigation
of murder. She was first lodged in Alameda county Jail. then
transferred to the county jail in San Bernardino, a sheriffs
sopkesman said.
The spokesman refused to say if Miss Hocklin is believed to be
the woman seen in the car in which Beaty escaped.

Tax proposal ’inthe ballpark’
SACRAMENTOWilson Riles, state school superintendent.
said yesterday Gov. Ronald Reagan’s tax reform proposal is "in
the ball park" in terms of what the state must come up with for
public school financing.
Gov. Reagan’s proposal would provide $200 million in nets
state money for local schools along with another $250 million in
state money to make up for a rollback in local school property
taxes.

Nixon urges tax ceiling

Senate anti-busing bill
wAsitiNGTUNThe Senate shelved a House -passed ant -busing bill yesterday after a third attempt to break a filibuster
against it tailed.
Backers of the bill said they would be willing to stay in
Washington through the Nov. 7 election and beyond if necessary
to try and pass the bill.

Hijacker’s killer sues airline
SANTA ANA, Calif. William H. Mills has filed a $1.2 million
suit against Pan American Airways for publicly identifying him
as the man who killed a hijacker on a Vietnam -bound airliner in
July.
Contending the airline’s disclousure was "in reckless wanton
disregard for the safety of his family," Mills said he and his wife
and their three children have received death threats from the
survivors of the slain hijacker.
He shot hijacker Nguyen Thi Binh on the order of the airline’s
pilot, Mills said.

Laguna Seca;
a race to see
By Cory Farley
I’ve been a sports car freak
for 10 years. haven’t missed a
race in this area since I was 15.
I mention this not because I
think you care. but to establish
myself as a minor authority so
I can tell you that you should
git’ to Laguna Seca this
weekend.
With all the foofaraw about
the Can-Am race on Sunday,
everybody seems to have
added
the
overlooked
attractions. For one thing,
there’s going to be a "2.5
Trans -Am Sedan Challenge
Championship" race at 1:40
p.m.. before the Can’Am. The
cars in this race (called the
"Two-Five Challenge," if you
want to sound hip) are
economy sedans: Datsuns,
Pintos. Toybtas, the odd Vega,
things like that. Don’t be
misled by the "Sedan" in the
title - - they’re race cars,
prepared by professionals,
and they go fast. Their race
last year was the best I’ve ever
seen.
For years, you’ve had to plan
on getting a bank loan for a
race weekend. There just
wasn’t any way you could get
out for less than $20, and that
was if you brought lunch. This
weekend’s Can-Am is the first
time they’ve offered discounts
for students. Instead of $8 for
Sunday, you’ll get in for $5
with a student body card. A
three-day combo, good Friday,
Saturday and Sunday, goes for
$7 on the discount. It’s $10
normally.

Blood drive
set for Nov.
in C.U. area
No matter what your race,
creed or blood type, you will
once again be given the
opportunity to donate blood to
the American Red Cross.
Students wishing to donate
blood may do so on
Wednesday. Nov. 13, or
Thursday, Nov. 9, from 9 a.m.
to 4 p.m. in the C.U. Loma
Priet a Room.
The blood drive is being
sponsored by the Air Force
Reserve Officers Training
Corps.
Regardless of whether or not
they donate, all San Jose State
University students are
entitled to free blood when
needed. Anyone who does
donate, however, is entitled to
one year of free blood for
himself, his spouse, children,
parents, parents-in-law. and
grandparents.

Let’s assume you’re going.
which is what Laguna must be
assuming or they wouldn’t
send me all that publicity.
Let’s further assume you’ve
never been, which is what I’ve
been assuming, which is why
this is so...uh...basic in
content. Here are a few tips to
make it less painful for you:
First, bring lunch. Prices are
high and qulality is low in the
concession stands. Second, go
early. I generally leave San
Jose by 7 a.m.. but I’m a
fanatic. About 8:30 a.m.
should do it for you.
No matter what you hear
about the best way to get to
Laguna Seca. the way that
works best for me is to go
straight down 101 to Salinas,
then right on 88 to the track.
And no matter how you go, 811
and 101 are the roads to take to
get home. Traffic on the coast
is ALWAYS bumper to
bumper. Unless you want to
sit in Seaside until dawn, do
like I tell you.
When you get to the track,
park in the infield. It takes a
little while to get out, but you
can get to the car during the
race in case you forgot the
wine or are suddenly taken
drunk. If you park outside you
can forget about going to the
car until it’s over.
And for God’s sake, dress
for it. At every race you see
these great leggy Vogue-model
chicks tottering around on
high heels, falling into ground
squirrel holes and freezing off
thier hot pants. Wear Levi’s
and a T-shirt, bring a sweater
and a raincoat and a thermos
of coffee.

Poet Allen ’fires’
Black experience
By Rose Calhoun
Poetry is more than an art. It
transcends the meters and
rhymes to become a joy, an
experience to be shared with
one’s brother.
High school days were
marked
with
memorizing
Gray’s "Elegy Written in a
Country Churchyard," or Poe’s
"Raven," all but the most
scholarly hated poetry. Today,
memorizing is replaced with
rappin’ and e eryone can enjoy
poetry.
After an afternoon listening
to the "Church of Poetic
Expression" rappin’ will make
one a poetry lover for life.
the drums pound in the
background as a tambourine
jingle-jangles in tempo. A flute
is played softly by a young
man who doesn’t realize
anyone’s in the room.
A voice from the back of the
room puts the question before
the audience. "Is Sly blowing
blow, or is blow blowing Sly?"
The crowd applauds, gives out
a few "right on’s" and the poet
continues.
A shy young man steps up
front. (His first reading for the
church). Some of his poetry is
well received and he visually
relaxes. His voice becomes
stronger as he gains control of
the audience.
Then, Wallace Allen jumps
out at you. His braided hair
and the loose fitting dashiki
catch your attention - - before
he begins to rap.

He has no note pad, or cue
cards. Impressive, you think.
He shouts, exhorts, insults,
and remembers to smile before
he sits on the sidelines.
"One day in 1989 the acid
caressed the grass, and this is
the smoke as it came..."
"Destiny...a hollow timeless
vacuum before us, unfolds...
Waiting for us to fill it, with
the ingredients of our soul,
soul...OUR SOUL,"
Three years ago when
Wallace came to San lose State
University, he asked other
Black poets if they would join
him in sharing his works with
the campus Black community.
An "experience" was held in
the Black Studies building and
the "Church of Poetic
Expression" was burn.
Unlike poets who tell of
laboring over every line,
attempting to get each stanza
perfect, Allen said his poetry
writing comes easily.
"The poetry is like a frame
It’s already framed. All I have
to do is write it down. My
problem is deciding what to
write down. If I must struggle
ass poet, that’s it," Allen said.
"Poetry is a very private
means of delivering a message.
It expresses how I personally
see life, how I develop a value
system," he added.
Allen has published a 25
page book of poetry titled
"Mirrors for Eyes," and plans
to publish a second book in
January.

Anti -imp erialisf
member s rally
Two car pools will leave
from the campus area
Saturday to attend the Oct. 14
March and Rally in San
Francisco.
Persons needing rides, along
with anyone having cars, will
assemble in the Lucky Store
parking lot at Seventh and
Santa Clara sts.. at 8:30 a.m.,
according to Sue Martinez of
the Graphic Offensive.
Another car pool, for
persons
interested
in
attending the march as
the "antimembers of
imperialist contingent," being
organized by the Radical
Student Union IRSU), will
assemble at Seventh and San
Carlos sis., also at 8:30 a.m..
according to Ted fames of the

Thanksgiving
Pilgrimage
To Hawaii
Four Nights 965. Including...
. . round trip via Pan Am 707 from San
Francisco to Honolulu. 4 nights lodging at
the Reef Towers Hotel (doub)e occupancy).
transfers from airport to hotel and hotel to
Hawaii-SJSU football game, all baggage
handling, tips and airport taxes. For more
information and reservations call John Merz
287-8301 or stop by suite
710 at 6th & Santa Clara. g1/4:. 411,ZO
Make Thanksgiving a
trip.
A student owned and operated service

Student
Services
West, Inc

RSU.
Marchers will assemble at
9:30 a.m. in San Francisco at
Doloree Park. 18th and
Dolores sta., for a march to
Golden Gate Park.
scheduled
Among
the
speakers are Ramsey Clark,
former U.S. attorney general;
Congressman Julian Bond, I.)GA.,: and David Dellinger, an
anti -war activist.
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Associated Students or by any other special interest group."
Thus spoke Donald Tollefson, eichtor of the Stanford Daily.
last week. Stanford University students voted to publish that
newspaper through an "independent non-profit corporation:.
The vole: 1737 to 344.
Until now, the paper had been run by the Associated Students.
Stanford University joins a prestigious group of schools with
financially independent newspapers - Harvard, Yale. Cornell.
and U.C. Berkeley.
"Independence will not cause any major changes in format,’
said Tollefson, "But this is a good time to re-emphasize our
commitment of being a responsible newspaper which serves all
the members of the Stanford community."
On the same Thursday votes were being collected, Tollefson,
as well as newspapermen across the country, had still more lobe
thankful for.
fudge Robert Peckham of the U.S. District Court in San
Francisco ruled that a search of the Stanford Daily mode on April
12, 1971 by four Palo Alto policemen was illegal.
The policemen had searched the office for 15 minutes, looking
for photographs or negatives of film taken by Daily
photographers of a violent demonstration at the Stanford
University Hospital April 9. No materials were removed from
the Daily’s office.
Said fudge Peckham in his opinion, "The affidavits of the Daily
staff clearly document the undermined confidence in the Daily
among fellow students as a result of this search and note their
own reluctance toward aggressive newsgathering. The
continuing effect of te search is undeniable."
One of the Daily’s attorneys noted this was an unprecedented
case.
A weekly column could easily be written solely about other
campus newspapers lust as the role of the student is changing, in
a similar manner, the role of the campus newspaper is under reexamination. As the policies change, the papers face new
problems.
One case in point is the Daily Nexus of the University of
California, Santa Barbara. The story began in lune.
Following up a story found in a local investigative paper. the
Nexus published a story linking the district and city attorneys of
Santa Barbara financially to real estate speculators who were
facing civil fraud suits. Oddly enough, the district attorney’s
office had failed to prosecute.
Two other local newspapers joined the ranks. The DA and CA
responded by denying the charges (in fact, saying that the public
records were lies) and threatening to file libel suits against the
four newspapers.
Along with the other three papers, the Nexus refused to print a
retraction of its statements. Truth, the editor noted, is just as
good a defense against libel.
The University of California regents, however, were afraid of
losing such a libel case and ordered the UCSB administration to
seize control of the Summer Nexus - just long enough to print a
retraction. The Administration’s Office ol Public Information
did so on July 4 and a retraction appeared on the July Sedition’s
editorial page.
As might be expected, there was a little feedback. A number of
student newspaper editors were in support of the Nexus and six
Santa Barbara lawyers said they believed the news story in
question not to be libelous. The DA and CA have not yet pressed
charges.
They did. however, ask for a retraction again three weeks later
and when the Nexus again refused, it looked as though there
might be another takeover. Instead, a few short-term
compromises were worked out with the regents.

By Steve Marinucci
When ferry La Croix left
Edgar Winter’s White
was like Lennon leaving
McCartney. The two had been
the driving force behind White
Trash, one of the best "sweatbands in rock.
Jerry has now teamed up
with some of the White Trash
people and created the album
"La Croix" and it’s really line.
ferry’s thing with White
Trash was funky rhythm n’
blues, as opposed to the rock n’
roll Edgar Winter was into.
and ferry continues that here.
What’s really nice is the fact
that Jerry really loves his
music and it shows. His
vocal
exceptional
"Drivin’
performances
on
Wheel," "Sexy Linda Lee" and
"Ninety-nine and A Half," are
testimony to the fact.
The band contains Ion
Smith, Tilly Lawrence and
Marshall Cyr -the horn section
of White Trash, -Geroge Shack
on bass, Barry Rillea on lead
guitar, and Bobby Ramirez on
drums, also a former member
of White Trash.
Together, Jerry and the band
have created a fine album, one

Trash, it

in the

College Union
287-2070

STUDENT
RATES
rental of
on

Manual and Electric
Typewriters
Adding Machines
SPECIAL DISCOUNT

on

170 So. 2nd St. 286-2610
Free parking at rear of store on 3rd

SKIERS
H
SALE!

RENTAL & DEMO SKISP
were new --sale
Silverglass
$100. $39.95
Lamborghini metal
$130. $29.95
Fischer Hickory
$45. $17.95
Misc demo skis
60-80% OFF
Leather buckle boots
$45. $14.95
Plastic buckle
$40. $16.95
"72" Plastic buckle
$40. $21.95
New Henke boots
$70. $47.00
New La Dolomite boots $40. $29.98
Assorted foam boots
25% OFF
Used pants & parkas
CHEAP
F ischer

1020 W SAN

All gloves
in stock
255
OFF
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Do Something Beautiful

STEVENS CREEK PLAZA, SANTA CLARA
Stevens Creek Blvd at Winchester Blvd (On the Emporium
Open Thursday evening

5600 275 91)

BETWEEN 6 Tat *- 7 It
275- 0966
PITCHER OF
BEER *

Slightly enlarged to show detail

EASTRIDGE MALL. SAN JOSE
Capitol Eipressway, Tully and Ou,mby Roads
Open evenings. Mon through Fri Open Sun afternoon

295

264 E.SANTA CLARA

ORDERS
TO

FIRST RINGS

6RAEWELERS StNcEll i OS

IWaterproof
breathable
powder pants
$16.95
U.S made

’PoAtg ‘try’)
CARLOS

D.

How do you show someone he or she is
number one on your charts? With a
First Ring in 14 karat gold!
A. Teen Star diamond, $35.
B. Marquise diamond, $49.50.
C. Infinity ring, $25.
D. Girls signet, $18.
E. Boys signet, $29.50.
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repair with this oil

typewriter

KENNEDY BUSINESS MACHINES

for which mourner., H the
demised White Trash, and
those who never heard of
White Trash, can rejoice.

nvt,
401;1t7

SPARTAN
TRAVEL
MART

Magneet French
10 -speed bikes
$95.00 SALE
Campagnolo
Derailleur

Trash artist
fine in solo
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Woman booked in escape case
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Compiled from the Associated Press

A FLAN IA. Ca.Pres. Richard Nixon urged Senate approval
of his "taxproff ceiling on spending" by the Federal govenment,
during his brief campaign into the south yesterday.
The House has passed his $250 billion spending lid which
Nixon said would avoid inflationary pressures on a need for
higher taxes and so would "protect and enhance the remarkable
economic progress we have achieved since 1969
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No longer simply ’marks of manhood’
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In a Special Outdoor Concert at

Tattoos: They tell tales and tastes
By Howard M. Sallostar
In ancient times people thought tattoos protected them from
sickness or misfortune. For many centuries they adorned the
arms of sailors as symbols of masculinity and life at sea.
Today, tattoos are worn for a variety of reasons, and
surprisingly enough. more women and young people are being
tattood than ever before.
Tattooist Chuck Marshall, who operates a local tattoo parlor,
claims that "about 40 per cent of the people I tattoo are young."
An 18-year-old Modesto girl, tattooed by Marshall at last
summer’s county fair said she wanted one above her breast
because. "it will make me look beautiful," according to the San
lose News.
"Women usually get small personal tattoos." claims Marshall.
One man, having Marshall tattoo his entire upper body, says
he’s doing it just because "it’s different and kind of neat."
A 27-year-old electrician, also tattooed at the county fair, said
tattoos remind him of times, places, and things he has done.
Marshall recalls once having tattooed a man and then giving
his small boy a non-permanent dye transfer. The boy was
fascinated with it, Marshall said. "He walked out with his arm
sticking up from his side just staring at it."
Marshall says his most popular tattoos are: the "zig zag" man,
zodiac signs, hearts, roses and other small flowers.
Some people have several tattoos designed around one theme.
"Sometimes a guy will come in with a snake and a dagger. a
snake and a rose, and he’ll want another snake with something
else," cited Marshall as an example. The same is true with other
tattoos such as roses and hearts.
Of course there are objections to tattoos. For many years it was
considered indecent even for men. Women with tattoos were
Chris Stewart rarities usually seen only in
circuses. Even the Bible objects to
/11 the practice.
In addition to cultural objections, there are medical arguments
against the art. Tattooing is linked to skin cancer, as well as gall
bladder. biliary tract, and liver disorders.
The health department, however, makes certain requirements
04
as to the cleanliness of tattoo shops, and all California tattooists
must be licensed by the state.
When asked by customers how difficult it is to remove tattoos,
\ M arshall replies, "If you’re thinking about that already maybe
you’d better not get one in the first place."
Tattoos are almost permanent. Their removal requires surgery
and always leaves a scar. It can cost over $1,000, depending on
the size of the tattoo.
Ifs customer is sure he really wants one, though, and can show
proof that he is at least 18. Marshall will go to work.
The tattooing process consists of washing the skin surface,
shaving it, and coating it with vaseline. Next, a black outline irt
the chosen tattoo is stenciled on the skin.
At this point, a high speed electric needling device is used to
puncture the skin surface and make the outline permanent.
Remaining colors are applied directly from the "gun" as the
design is completed.
"Different people react differently," says Marshall of the
tattooing process. One girl, whose stomach Marshall was
tattooing, told onlookers that it "tickled."
Having "lucked into" the tattoo business while in New Port
Rhode Island 12 years ago. Marshall now practices his art behind
a small grayish storefront on 2nd Street. around the corner front
the Bank of America.
He has a wide selection of tattoo designs on his shop walls, and
will make a stencil of any tattoo he doesn’t have if the customer
supplies the design.
Average tattoos range in price from about two to $10. Larger.
more elaborate tattoos cost more, though. Marshall has one
design, a mandella, which is priced at $1.000. Tattoos on
normally covered body areas are also more.
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MARINE WORLDAFRICA USA
1150 Admission after 5 00 p.m
you can see Marine Worid Too.

so

Minutes south of San Franc.. Airport
on Bastions
6111101141. October 21
TOWER OF POWER
Tickets eyeiletpie atoll Macy s Stores
Greyhound Terminals and the
S F Ticket Conte, 224 0 Farrell

WILD!

BREAK BREAD
WITH FRIENDS
Nov ear fuelors cheese &
meet fondues. Converee with a eel
Friend over a cool plass

of wine.

Relax & lough with our mellow
enterIsleers.

’THE GARRET’
THE PRUNEYARD
kJ CAMPBELL
No cover
11: no minimum
OPEN 11AM DAIL
AT

INSTAL ATIONS

OPENS TONIGHT!
Fri.: 8:30 PM,;
Sat.: 7:30 P.M.
and 10:30 PM.
TICKET PRICES:

Continued irom page 1
Jobs
in
Iwo -year
corn collegesincluding
unity and junior coleges, vocational and
technical schools: the
expected growth in the
number of openings for
teachers in these types of
schools is more than double
the expected growth in fouryear
colleges.
The
opportunities will he in public
institutions.
In areas where there is a
scarcity of teachersinclude
math, environmental science,
physical sciences, and
consumer education. The U.S.
Office of Education is funding
projects to develop innovative
environmental education
programs across the country.
including new techniques for
teacher training in the field.
In ghettos and poor rural
areasas one illustration of
the fascinating teacher training programs being
started, Fordham University
set up a work-study scheme
for "teaching
advocates"
specializing in teaching and
helping youngsters in trouble
with the law. ’the teachers, in
the 21-25 age bracket, are
living in the neighborhoods in
which they are teaching.
working towards a masters
degree, and receiving $90 a
week while they work and
study.
adminisIn school
pretrationincludes
school through college. It you
don’t think you can make it on
a teacher’s salary, then your
job opportunities can be
motivated by the salaries paid
the administrators. It is
suggested that if you have
questions about this type of
job. go and talk with the SISU
administration !wads it might

change your way of life and
thinking.
In adult educational
of
training-retrainingone
the best examples of this is the
San lose Adult Education
program which has become a
nation-wide model for
training and retraining adults.
"Andragogy"-the science of
teaching adults is rapidly
becoming a new teaching
specialty and is being
promoted by the U.S. Office of
Education. It is estimated that
89 million Americans age 18
and over have less than a 12th
grade education.
the
teaching
In
are
handicappedteachers
needed in this area to work
with various handicapped
children and adults. At the
present time. less than half of
the country’s handicapped
school age children receive the
special education services
they need.
San lose State University
education majors. and in fact
anyone else that desires to find
out about guidance in teaching
careers, may do so by writing
one of the following sources:
National Center for Information on Careers in

Education, 1607 New
Hampshire Ave., N.W.
Washington, D.C., and the U.S.
Office of Education,
Washington, D.C.
San lose State University
students having completed
four years of studies leading to
a B.A. or B.S., plus one year of
getting their teaching
credentials, are facing a tight
job market.
"This tight job market," said
a SISU Education and
Placement Associate, Mrs.
Marian Winters, "with the
exception of math and science
teachers, has been around for
couple of years.
Mrs. Winters noted this
year-1972has seen a great
reduction of candidates
entering the teaching program.
This she said, "is due to the
students taking a realistic look
at what teaching means in the
way of a career."
"Educators," Mrs. Winters
said, "are tightening up their
teaching programs at all
levels." This will lead to a
,mtback in the number of
education majors graduating
from SISU in the future, she
added.
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Many of the education
majors at SISU are screening
themselves out of the program.
Mrs. Winters commented.
"’this plus other factors
already mentioned, will see
fewer teachers graduating
from the university in the
future." she added.
No statistics on the number
of SISU education majors who
have gone into teaching as a
career, are available Mrs.
Winters said. "It’s almost
impossible to keep tabs on the
former SISU education majors
who have graduated, earned
their credentials and gone into
a full-time teaching career.’
she added.
Upsetting the statistics, she
said, is the number of women
teachers who marry and will
not leave the area where their
husband works and chooses to
live.
"Married women teachers
are not as mobile as the
married male teacher." Mrs.
Winters said. She added, "The
married woman’s teaching
career is subsequent to her
husband’s career."
With cutbacks and students
screening themselves out of
the SISU teaching program
Mrs. Winters said, "The future
will see the present situation
improvingjob
wiseas
fewer teachers come out of the
university.
"Also, only the highly
motivated rind oriented
studentsteaching
majors
will be in the Spill
teaching program as education
majors," Mrs. Winters said.
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PISCEAN WATERBEDS

now offers factory trained repair service on all 9
makes/models of 1 0 -speeds at righteous prices
Complete
)e,

l0 -speeds

ooterbele

from 163.00

from $30.00

Inlets evadable at CMGS STAR 101 Oita,
11121IFT/1011 MACY’S eel All LUNCH
Di "1." ’111.1 ’tn. 11Asl, Parable is C1RCLE
SIAR
and mad to PO Bo. 1237 San
Collar Ca1.forns 94070 Plea. III<Ine yen
Wereepril, Pooped melees** wee POP
FON SPECIAL NW 119155, CALL 514.2560
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Politic& Advertisement

Teacher labor market scarce;
job seekers return to college

BOX OFFICE NOW OPEN!

$5.50, $4.50, $3.50.
THE PERSUASIONS
InduSliial Road San Cailos Cal.loin.a 94070
913215501

354.2s5e tot San Fiencilre
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VIC CORSIGLIA, SR.
SANTA CLARA COUNTY
FLOOD CONTROL AND
WATER DISTRICT #2
ELECTION NOV. 7th

Wait until John and Yoko and Paul and George
and Dylan and Baez and Kissinger and Kleindienst
and Ted Kennedy and Barbra Streisand and Rod Serling
and Ralph Nader and Les Crane and St. Thomas Aquinas
and Jim Nabors and America hear

PAID FOR BY THE COMMITTEE
TO RE-ELECT VIC CORSIGLIA SR.

DIsNair.s

itNe:474.2,4
41,T. S
.

010.101r
OTIMPRA

TECHNICatop

THE ULTIMATE EXPERIENCE
FOR EVERYONE!

JUST

DISNEY S GREAT PIONEERING VENTURE IS
THE SEASON S HIT REVIVAI,

"Radio Dinner"

2.99

-AN INCREDIBLY REVOLUTIONARY FILM
THE MIND CAN RUN RIOT’ -

hour, HF 0 9 Sat 10-6
Sun 12 5

"FAR AHEAD OF ITS TIME BEST AUDIO VISUAL
Wolf Cue
EXPERIENCE IN TOWN’ ’BEST FAMILY FILM. Josep,Gew,s NePsdev
’A TOTAL EXPERIENCE IN SIGHT. SOUND
AND COLOR .. MAKE FANTASIA A MUST’

cemsrmitt

presents

*

99c Na.

records
iscount
Reigned An,
S

phase: 246-3474

319 El:Waifs Moll, S.J. phone: 238-1003
(Theodor Records)

MATINEES SATURDAY
&SUNDAY
*******************************

B & J AUTO STEREO & RADIO
AM -FM
$54.95
AUTO
$99.95
RADIOS ,1/4,,,,/YEIRSTNEMDSTEREO
MANY MAKES AND MODELS
AUTO
TAPE DECKS AS LOW AS $29.95
New $3:798 EACH
8 TRACK
TAPES
USED FOR SWAP

AND

"MURMUR OF
THE HEART"

1528 W. Son Carlos
San Jose, Ca. 95126

35 S. 4th St.
San Jose, Ca.
287-7030

ilia..
’ID 04E> CC> cgr LID DID 0/.> VII? VI) DE> IA> re)
15 408/294-1455

XL>

n

V)

6’so 368 SO. BASCOM ST. - S.J.
294-5219
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’Sounds for sounds sake’

New music explained
By lohn Vernon
"Music has a yery rich past,
a very imaginative present
and incredible potential for an
exciting and interesting
future," says Dwight Cannon,
assistant professor of music at
San lose State University.
currently
Cannon
is
working on a PhD. at
University of California San
Diego in theory and
composition and specializing
in music of the 20th century.
Last spring he began a
modern music class to
acquaint students with the
terminology, technology and
composers of 20th century
music.
The students, including
non -music majors. have
difficult adjustments to make
in listening and understanding
the new music.
"A lack of understanding in
20th century music is usually

Classical
performer
Pianist Jacob Feuerring will
perform a concert of "EastWest" music tonight, at 8:15 in
the San lose State University
Concert Hall.
Admission is $3 for the
general public and $1.50 for
students. Tickets will be
available at the door.
Assisting his performance,
will be San lose State
University music students
Barbara Jagger, flute, and
Linda Riese, soprano.

due to unfamiliarity with the
musical concepts employed by
the composers," explained
Cannon.
Each period of music has
had its emphasis on a
particular characteristic of
sound. The 20th century’s
emphasis is on timbre or
sound colors.
"Timbre is not necessarily
concerned with melody or
with the
harmony, but
interaction of sounds. In other
added,
words."
Cannon
"sound for sound’s sake."
Listeners, drawing from
often
experiences,
past
perceive music in a different
perspective than the composer
had originally conceived.
"Most listernes try to relate
very personal ties to new
music, though it is possible.
it’s not practical," Cannon
said.
adjustment the
Another
student may find difficult is
avoiding the aesthetics of
music, whether a composition
is good or bad. Each person
receives his own experience in
his own way while listening to
music.
Cannon believes the listener
should determine a successful
performance by the amount of
interest generated and
sustained.
"The students create their
own performances without
any formal music experience
and stimulate a sense of
by
judgement
artistic
exploring sound possibilities,"
Cannon stated.
Selecting a variety of
mediums to explore, Cannon
allows a flexible class
situation for students to work

Spanish program
begins Tuesday
"Caroline" and "The Child."
two Spanish language plays,
will be presented along with a
poetry recital at the Studio
Theater in the drama building,
Wednesday
and
Tuesday
nights.
The program, presented by
the Dramatic Arts Group of
the Department of Spanish
Language and Literature, will
be directed by noted Spanish
Actor Ricardo Monteavaro.

N.D. Blues’
to be shown
"V.D. Blues," a frank, funny sad, unconventional program
on venereal disease, will be
broadcast tomorrow at 7 p.m.
on channel 9.
The show features a skit of a
gonorrhea germ fighting over
a
with
rights
territorial
syphilis germ; songs about
V.D. (including one sung by
Arlo Guthrie) and is narrated
by Dick Cavell.
Every aspect of the disease
is covered, including people’s
past attitudes about V.D. and
their lack of knowledge about
it today.

"Caroline," or "Carolina" in
Spanish, is a one act comedy
written by lsadora Aguirre
and starring Rodolpho Meyer.
Miguel Lina, lose Aguarisls
and Nancy Rodrigues. while
"The Child" (El Chiquille)
written by S.I.A. Quintero is
contemporary drama set in
Mexico City and starring here,
Alfredo
Macias
and
Villa senor.
Monteavaro will also direct
the recital by Enriquita Lorigo,
following the plays.
Persons wishing to take part
in future efforts of the Spanish
Theatrical Group may enroll
without
obligation with
Monteavero in SD 120,
Monday through Friday from
4-6 p.m. or send their name.
telephone number and address
to the foreign languages
department.

NOTICE
Jobs Are Available. . .
or FREI. information
on %Indent assistance and
placement program send
self-addressed STAM 111,1)
envelope to the National
Placement Registry, 1001
Last Idaho St.. Kalispell.
MT 59901
1,01011 A,

on group or individual
projects.
The mediums offered
design
and
include
construction of instruments.
recording and processing of
magnetic tape and composing
and performing.
Cannon encourages student
participation in class. "I find it
very refreshing and prefer
being with people who become
involved in what they are
doing.
is
consideration
"Prime

given to where we are today
and how we got here.
Following this, it may be
possible to project some
notions into the future
allowing our senses to
continue growing with the
times ahead," Cannon Sind.

the end result of Cannon’s
modern music course is to
establish greater familiarity
and sensitivity with processes
which composers have used to
organize and manipulate
sounds through the 20th
cent lire’

English Leather.
Especially if your
roommate wears lipstick.
If you’re sharing your pad with
a groovy gal who gives you
English Leather., you’re well
on your way to a liberal
education.
Maybe she’s trying to educate
you that English Leather’s
fresh, clean, honest smell gets
to her. And cheap perfumy stuff
turns her off. On the other
hand, if you’re
not so lucky,
maybe a little
English Leather
would help.
It couldn’t hurt.

Pipe Headquarters
Featuring Name Brand Pipes

TRY IT

BAR LING
KING ERIC
COSTELLO

YOU’LL LIKE IT!

G.B.D.
COMOY
PETERSON

CHARATAN
PROCTUS
KRISWILL

1972, Page 5

3,000 Pipes $1.50 to $4.95

Chick -N -Rib

Cigarette Tobacco

Restaurant
148W Alm Si
Wm. from DMVI
Nom* coolom1
Specials Daily
130K a Win.
9118.419S0

3 castlesPerle

ShagMcDonalds

’COME IN AND PICK UP YOUR
FREE 24 PAGE PIPE CATALOGUE

MEM Co., Inc ,

1511

45 N. 1st Street - Hours M -S 830- 6 PM

You get it

tter a

THE’

Hear Ye, Hear Ye . . .

WHEREHOV_SE
Records

Topes

Savest thou Bread when ye bringest this ad

ALL

BUT ONLY
YOU
3.29,IF
,
THISD
BRIN:

5.98 List albums in the store
ALL ARTISTS ... ALL LABELS ... ALL LP’S
NOTHING HELD BACK!

NEW RECORDS & BEST SELLERS

ALL URIAH HEEP LP ’S 41=
mosso
Diatoss ep
wrioDs
DEMON’S AND WIZARDS
Wizard; Traveller in Time; Easy born’, All
My Life; Poet’s Justice; Circle of Hands,
Rainbow Demon; Paradise/The Spell.

1

LOOK AT YOURSELF
Look At Yourself, I Wanna Be Free:
Tears in My Eyes; July Morning; Shadows of Grief; What Should be Done
Love Machine.

0:140cocrly
Capitol,

GRAND FUNK

THE PERSUASIONS
SALISBURY

PHOENIX
Plus More great
Grand Funk LP’s

Passage

High Priestess, Park; Time to Live; Lady
in Black; Simon the Bullet Freak; Salisbury.

BLOODROCK

I

GRAND FUNK
CLOSER TO HOME
E. PLURIBUS FUNK
ON TIME
SURVIVAL
SPECIALLY PRICED
2 RECORD SETS
GRAND FUNK

449

URIAH HEEP

TT

Gypsy; Walking in Your Shadow; Come
Away Melinda; Bird of Prey; Dream.
more; Real Turned On; I’ll Keep On Trying; Wake Up.

SEE URIAH HEEP
IN PERSON AT

BLOODROCK

98
MFG lISI

THE BAND

SANTA CLARA COUNTY FAIRGROUNDS
October 21
and

Mait,Don &Mel

BERKELEY COMMUNITY CENTER
October 24

HITS FROM

eTie

Tempera! Watercolor!
Oil! Acrylic! Charcoal!
Pastel! Gouache! Ink!
Markers! N/echanicals!
Packaging! Airbrush!
Illustration! Sketches!
Renderings! Exhibits!
Photomounting! Signs!
Constructions! Design!
And More! Low Cost!
Cold and Hot Press!
Single & DoubleThick!

HITS FROM
COLUMBIA

1114

STEELY DAN -Their debut al
own tualunng their great hits
"Do It Again" & "Reelin’ in
the Years "
JAMES GANG -their fiti.
,rah album -one listen and.
.1 know why Include’.
.flest hit "Had Enough..
CAHSMAN I WEST ’American City Suite.’ they
current smash hit highlight,
this tantastic album.
JOE WALSH-former lead
singer of the lame,
Gang -Now a fantastic solo
album.
B. G. MING-What can ye,
..ay about B B. that hasn’,
Ilready’ been said. A grelt
new album called "Gue,,.
Who."
GLADSTONE-FDA Tyle’
Texas. Now a smash hit ii
California. Featuring their cur
rent hit "A Piece of P
"

ii/LIVIIRS81.&280
’ "

,
mARIMMTORM
JOE WAL811

UPINDONI AMMO.
111, kat.. I

A.AcitumW.
0 JAYS

MAC DAVIS author of
songs of Glen Campbell,
Delany & Bonnie. and. of
course Elvis. Now he has
his own top 10 hit with
’Baby Don’t Get Hooked on
Me.’ featured on this fan
task LP

TEN YEARS AFTER
,sly take one listen to real
re that this is best yet. It’s
some of the hardest, most
Searing rock & roll ever
recorded

NIGRO - M

RAMSEY LEWIS-his debut
album on Columbia shows
the piano virtuosity and ver
satility of a truly great and
gifted artist.
INC MAYS From this
3 -member group who made
the million -selling "Lipstick
Traces," a new album
after their wren.
hit, "Back Stahl>,

("1

MARK 411101D

fleas

OOP

ROT SCAESS -Great horn
arrangements, driving
rhythms and Boa’s unique
lyrical vocals combine to
Take it his best.
BLOOD SWEAT &
!EARS -"New Blood," A
new album featuring their
bluely new hit "So Long
Done." a screaming new
horn arrangement on "Down
.ri the Flood," and a lot of
reat songs.

WHEIREI-1()IJSE
division of Integrity Enterer:Unmans Corp.

Records

All this plus
10% Discount ’

Tapes

cp
0

0/

26:90 kA?
16’ JO efr
.1/1SynA;94,

6
ft

riy.ta

16./14’90).
00 0 On, -

SAN FRANCISCO

MOUNTAIN VIEW

1845 OCEAN AVE

1915 EL CAMINO REAL

SAN JOSE

SAN JOSE

SAN LORENZO

1101 S KING RD.

395 S. WINCHESTER

17900 HESPERIAN

CORTE MADERA
22 CORTE MADERA
SHOP CTR

min
584-9899

961-9882

(408) 251.9826

(408) 296.9636

276-9942

924-9891
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Sports Review

Prof. Campbell dies, 61

Frosh football
A mighty confrontation taiga the San lose State Universii,
freshman foot ball team today when the Stanford trosh invad,
Spartan Stadium at 3 p.m.
Spartababe coach Willard Wells expects a physical game from
the big Cardinal yearlings and said his squad must stop their
strong rushing game.
"W’e will once again have to go to the air in order to move the
football, which was successful in our 28-0 win over San Francisco State last week. Quarterback Roger Proffitt has tot,
receivers Maurice Hill and Mark Polk to hurl aerial strikes this
afternoon." said Wells.
The encounter today is the only nun-Norcal Frosh-junior
Varist y Football League game on the Spartababes’ schedule this
year. Next weekend, SJSU travels to Santa Clara for an
afternoon contest in Buck Shaw Stadium.
Cross Country
The San Jose State University cross country team travels
tomorrow, to participate in the Cal-Aggie Invitational in Davis at
noon. The Spartans will meet teams from California State
University at Humbolt. University of the Pacific and University
of California at Davis.
Coach Don Riggs squad, made up primarily of fresmen
runners, will be hoping to improve on their fourth place finish in
Chico last week.
Water polo
With a win streak of 16 on the line. the Spartan water poloists
travel to Davis tomorrow for an 11 a.m. encounter with the Cal

l’!n

Campbell served an Lhiel il

observed yesterday tor Joseph
M. Campbell. San lose State

combat photography crews in
both the European and Pacific

Funeral

on

de,

University Industrial Design
professor who died Monday in
a Los Gatos Hospital. He was
61.
An instructor at Will since

Coach Julie Menendez’ bouters are in Seattle for the sertinil
round of the first annual Husky Soccer Classic todii%

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Aerospace

Studies

Department at San lose State

University has announced the
names of 23 cadets who have
won Air Force ROTC College
Scholarships.
The program pays school
fees and book expenses and is
academic
on
based
ROTC
and
performance
participation. Recipients are:
Carlos
Burch.
Larry

Cernuda jr.. Lowell Gossett,
Richard Hetzner. Frederick
lmker, Craig Matthews, Barry
McNeese,
Robert
McKay.
Michael
Melhorn.
Robert
Miller, David Moran. Daniel
Norwood, Scott Quinn. Bruce
Richardson, David Ross, Larry
Schiffman, Thomas Seagren,
Richard Snyder. Michael Sonnikson. Francis Starmack, Jeffrey Thurman, John Williams
and Carl Worline.

s.psaortaagiut ide

meet:mos
TODAI
I lime ought to tee a teener way tu elant
t he den than In aniline up in the
..... ming
FRIDAY FLICKS. The Committer. 7
m and IP Rm. in Morris Dailey
Aueliteintim. Admission is 50 cents.
Remember the popcorn
CONCERT. pianist ’mob ’,starring. ILIS
in int he Concert Hall. Admission $3 to
atonal outdo . $1 50 leer students.
CRUSH FOOTBALL. 3 p.m. in Spartan
Stadium. 51511 c Stolord.
CHESS CLUB. 11.30 ern. in CAI.
Almaden Kilian.
JONAH’S WAIL COFFEE HOUSE.5 p
at 11111 s tubs, Bob 11nderwood. Fred
Slue and Ken gratin.’ will pert/ant
i.; ,iine
nem
F.F.S.E1SD HAPPENINGS
sin-TO...ATER FILM FESTIVAL. Ii
r. m Morris 1/deles Auditorium
:Vito...eon Si Sponsored by the Leonid
ddiornm ...neve eti Dismal:lobs Dont
t duel iiiir snilli
iNAH9 WAIL COFFEE HOUSE... in
1110 S 111111 SI Featuring Ron
luentiesten in i mien. anti electric blues
I
links on In ing in the IsA
MONDAY
GREAT FOREIGN FILMS. the IfIcYcle
I iii
m
in Morris Dailey.
I .
, A d tniosion Si
SLI m AMES: EIrrhon, are brine

student representatives to serve on the
Politscal Science Department’s executive
I ommittee. II you are interested in
rooms. stop by DT 450 for more
information
COUNSELING AND SERVICE CENTER
FOR CONTINUING
EDUCATION
STUDENTS. ti p.m
C.U. Pacifica
Room and 7 p m. inc.i. Almaden Roam.
Groups tor women only. returning In
school and who would like In share
experiences, growth and frustrations
with other yeomen

5-5:30 pm:

5:35-7

pm:

7:30-8

News

Music

pm:

8-9

pm:

9-9:10

pm:

9:10-9:30

Eternal Light
Interview with
Henry Mont in

pm:

Public News

pm: Public Forum

9:30-11 pm:

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE COLLEGE
organization meets Thurs 730 PM
memorial chapeL All are welcome!
’LIFT YOUR SPIRITS"
Join a cutiege-age BALLET class Sr
Euler. School ot Ballet Basic ’technique tor the beginning dancer Beverly
Eufrazia Grant. Director Phone 241-1776
if no answer 286-8917
THIS COUNTRY IS TEM.
ALERT’
PORARILY OUT OF CONTROL.
HOWEVER IT IS McGOVERNABLE
INTERNATIONAL BALLET SCHOOL
Gloria Vauges Mohr, Dir
formerly with NYC Ballet Co
Classical & Modern Ballet
2 Locations
2905 Park Ave. Santa Clara
236W Campbell Ave. Campbell
Telephone 269-3079
IF MC GOVERN WINS. THE MISSING1N-ACTION WILL LOOSE THEY CAN’T
VOTE-YOU MUST. TELL IT TO HAN0111

THE CLOTHES RACK
112 So First Street
We area quality Manufacturer’s Outlet of
Women’s apparel and shoes 10% discount to students. university personnel
Try us you’ll like us!
SZE-HEAR-TALK
WITH
AL
LOVENSTEIN SPEAKING FOR
McGOVERN TODAY 11 NOON IN
UMUNHUM ROOM 1 PM IN JC 141
SKIERS-Share Lakefront townhouse In
Keys Fully turn., sleep. 11.
$300/rno. Call Mike 297-9143
Tahoe

Insight -Today’s
University
7:25-7:30 pm: Public News
7-7:25

PISCEAN W ...... DS 1528 W San
Carlos S J 294-1455 (Just West of
Sears) features KILN DRIED DOUGLAS
FIR handcrafted frame.. 101) quality
watermattresses from $12 & up. organic
furniture. pillows. quality 10-speeds,
sales & service, accessories. friendly
service. righteOua prices. BEDS TO
REST. BIKES THE BEST at PISCEAN
294-1455

FRIDAY FLICKS "The Committee*/ & 10
PM Morris Dailey Aud Friday Oct. 13.
Adm 50C

Music

5:30-5:35 pm: Campus

SHAKLEE
ECOLOGICALLY SOUND
SINCE 1915:
Food Supplements (Instant Protein
Vitale.. Vita E. Calcium etc I
Home Cleaners (Basic H. L etc )
Beauty Aids (Proteinized Shampoo etc
John & Mary Rhoades 297-3866

IT MAY NEVER HAPPEN AGAINIII
The Great 3rd Annual Going Out of
Business Sale Featuring our all new
Dancing Pig Revue You also have a
chance to win a mad chicken Plus your
levant beverages WIII be only256 The St
James intormary 390 Moffett Mr View
969-0806 buy a duck Sunday.

KSJS Log

Music

Update
-Update. is the title of a
half-hour
weekly
news
program presented by the San
Jose State University Radio Television -News Center. "Update.’ is aired each Monday at
8 a.m. using the facilities of

Luxurious
Country Club Living
in a magnificent
park setting
PLUS
Rennes courts
Resident tennis pro
Private tennts club
Pro shop
Ii swimming pools
Jocurres
a saunas
tanning rooms
7 completely equipped gyms
2 putting greens
1 baseball diamond
I football field
2 volley ball. 4 paddleball,
7 shuffleboard. 1 badminton
8 6 basketball courts
1 belliard & pool rooms
I card rooms 2 lounges
rum/trim classes tar women
eacreatt anal staff
PLUS
planned social & recreational
activities
Seuarare ,ections tor adun and
lamay firing
Adult Living
The Meadows

287.7327

Famity Living

The Villas
292-0435

Conymntly located On SUIFIllne
ude between berLaughlon
tur I block oft Tully RO.It’
Man/ a/ kladlway lb, San

KNTV, Channel 11.
The first program. Oct. 18.
features the investigation of
the Spartan Daily by the A.S.
Council and an interview with
SISII football running back
Dale Knott. Dr. John Bunzel
and Dr. F’auneil J. Rinn will
discuss the faculty search
center. Also. the Spartan band
Is spotlighted.

SPECIAL

ABOUT

Valley West

LSAT REVIEW COURSE
San Jose classes begin
Nov. 29 for Dec. LSAT.
Cost $75
For information call (415) 526-2250

MAXIMIZE YOUR LSAT SCORE

is
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HEATED POOL

SECLUDED

Garden Studio Apts.

RENTALS AND REPAIRS

$105

IBM AND ADLER
RENTALS START AT $10
CALL 288-8181
BAY AREA BUSINESS MACHINE
1194 S. 2nd St. SAN JOSE

FOR SALE ’71 Austin American Radio.
heater. low outage Excl cond Asking
$1350 or offer 286-3242
11111 VW BUS- fixed up, great shape. Cell
356-5284

FOR

SALE

WATER BEDS -Yin Yang Water Bed Co
Sonce 1970, has water beds and *Caissonse of the finest quality at the lowest
once* Compare anywhere 2 locations
400 Park Are, Downtown Seri Jose 2861263. and 24E Campbell Are scree.
frorn West Valley College. Campbell 3781040
THE PISCEAN 35 S. 4th St. Cs block
north of Library) 287-7030. Features
complete line of heated waterbeds from
$54, pillow*. accessories. quality IS’
speed imported bikes from $83 Sales &
Service All at righteous prices with friendly hel6ful service 287-7030 BEDS TO
REST, BIKES THE BEST at PISCEAN
SLACKLITE POSTERS 91 50. PATCHES
756 & up, INSENSE 25 STICKS 296,
PIPES 51.00 & up. RADIOS 1395 & up.
LEATHER GOODSE BINOCULARS
$22.00 & up. BLACKLITE, COMPLETE:
te"$11.95. 4’ 92215. STROBE LIGHTS
$17 95, GAS GLO BULB $996 INDIA
PAINTS. FISH NETTING 5148 & up. TSHIRTS $2.00 EACH BROOKS 80 E. San
Fermindo. 1 blk from SJSU Phone 2920409

DOUELE BED, almost new Complete
vath Ramona Call weekend. 287-4829.
4’ BLACK LIGHT. $25 119 W. Williams.
SHREDDED FOAM RUMOR 5114 per lb.
293-2954.
HEAD SKIS, no bindings $10
Campreays beck peck Like new. Was
$35 sell 515 Single bed Good comfy
$20 King size tapestry bedspread
Orange $12 268-2407
DORM CONTRACT FOR SALE IN
Moulder Hall Any female call Chris 2873056
GIRLS SCRWINN S7ISPEED- Good
condition $70 Phone 293-0439
MALE DORM CONTRACT FOR SALE
FOR West Hall See Ray in Rrn 517-0 in
West Hall

AUTOMOTIVE

PANASONIC RECEIVER. BSR turntable
Olson speakers, eat cond. Will sell
together. separately 277-8255 aft 7
FURNITURE for sale, & misc household
items Story Rd near 12th 294-8807

DEPENDABLE TRANSMISSIONS nab
my unsolicited recommendation for
integrity and cooperation 4. Feldman.
Prolessor of Mathematics Dependable
Transmissions, 452W San Carlos

DORM CONTRACT FOR SALE in West
Hell Any female call 277-8027

MG MIDGET "70" Tape deck. lug rack,
good condition S1.500 or best offer 2985325

BARGAIN. Transferrable membership
Faculty Club $150 (Original cot. 92501
OR 277-2402, home 253-1734

HONDA 260 SCIIIAMBLER Sot up for
street or dirt Clean $300 or best offer
266-1230
’70 HONDA St. MO. 5 100 actual miles
5500 Call 264-2049 after 5 pm
17 VW Custom Camper New camper
unit. excellent condition $1595, best
offer 286-1249
MERCEDES BENZ ’67. 250 S. stk shift
PS & PB AM/FM radio Esc! cond
Best offer 14081 926-2657
’70 HONDA CL 360, 3700 miles Like new.
irst 5450 or best offer tikes It. Call now
293-0310
’115 PLY. FURY, air cond new tires, flood
cond auto. clean insides out, must we
to appreciate 295-1701
’599W - Mowng. must sell Needs work.
275-0243
’71 VW BUIL AM-FM. Seat-bed. Liken**
52 700 or best offer Call 2/14-5968
MI MUST. new Pres. everything works
runs greet, eric cond Except one side
demolished $200 Paul 928-0413
CORVETTE FAST SK - tell
deer engine St 800 297-4698
_

ea WHITE

WORKING COUPLE WANT RELIABLE
student for light housekeeping. Close to
SJSU Appro. 3 hrs. per wk $2/hr. Call
aft 5 PM 205-4838
MARRIED COUPLE wanted for pert time
house & yard wrk in exchange for on &
board in pro/ horns 248-5751 eves or
Minds SOP quarters avail
WANTED: Ambitious person to rep our
company in your area Good money ’eaciting work in the academe field If
interested in having your own business,
wino investment. call. 305/ 865-6772, or
write. Mr Jeffreys at Nationwide
Academics, 1730-79th St Causeway,
Miami Beach, Fla 33141 for particulars.
STUDENT TO WORK in warehouse &
del tires Mon -Fri 130- 1210Astro Tire
Co t580 Old Bayshore 298-1420

HOUSING

GIRLS ONLY. New rooms across the
campus. Kitchen priv Ample parking 99
So 9th. also 275 So 10th Call 295-8526.
295-8514 Private mm S95 . double 565.
triple $55.00 Safe and quiet.

SELLING DORM CONTRACT Contact
Gregory at 287-2427 Or see Larry Stwn. 3
& 5 pm Hoover Hall Room 230.

TRIUMPH GTII 111, excel cond good
tires overdrive. AM/FM. meg wheels extras One owner 299-2252

FULL OR PART TIME. Men 6 women
drovers Mon, Wed. Fri and Tues. Thurs.
Sat, Sun 1 00 pm to 6 30pm & 10 am to
6 30 pm 30 per cent to 50 poor cent commission Tropical Ice Cream Co 358 No
Montgomery St S J 297-4228 Mr
Bennett

ARE YOU STILL PAYING full pnce for
Paperbacks, Recycle features largest
selection of paperbacks science ’ration in
Bay Area. /5 price. mostly We pay 20 per
cent cover. 30 per cent trade for your
better paperbacks used records. too.
Recycle 235 So 1st St 286-6275 open
10-9

PARKING SPACES AVAILABLE. Monthly rites cheap 360S Ilth St Contact
occupants

RAMBLER 1143 WAGON.6cylinder stick
$250 Good running conchtion. Jim-Bid9393 evenings

FRIDAY FLICKS"Tha Committee" 1610
PM Morris Datley And. Fri Oct. 13. Adm,
506

LG HOUSE needs 2 girls non-srnparrs 2
bdrrn large workroom Call Karen/Becky
294-26590, leave note at 656 5 9th St

MODERN HOUSE for sale near SJSU
Newly furnished bes interest Call 29/5345 Owner

WI SSA. chopped Good condition Top
end hauled Must see to appreciate
1600 123
llth St 293-9629.

EVENINGS
AND SATURDAYS
Sell Time-Iota publecabons from our San
Jose office Good Gaming. on salary and
bonus Stemly work Cal1298-5433 after 3
PM Dialogue Marketing 480 N let St,
San Jose

SAVE THIS AD. Before you pay retail for
stereo equip check sinus for discount
prices on Tear. Sansui. Pioneer, Dual etc
We guarantee San Jose State students
the lowest prices available in the entere
bay area Call for weekly special. 2472026

COME SEE WHAT YOU CANT afford to
near Oct. 19th at 7.30 PM in the music
auditorium on 7th St Ski Club Fashoon
Show ’72 No charge

SAN JOSE ST A ’

RENTAL PACKAGE

is Miss Tony Nathan of
Eugene. Ore.
The Libertarian party was
formed in December, 1971 in
Denver. ,Its beliefs are for
maximum individual rights
and limited government. The

Typewriter

’71 YAMAHA 350. Good transportation
Excellent condition Call after 7 PM 2776595

LADY’S white gold diamond wedding set
Worn 4 mot Ea cd Come see & make
offer 298-8253
10 a SS 2 BORK mobile home for sale
Partly turn Very clean adult park Near
campus $3.000 cash Low rent 295-8588
or 287-7691
71 MOSILE HOME. 2 Br 1,1 bath.
cooler, landscaped, linen available Pay
off loan 225-3057

HELP
ASK

tii

an Per6
e uds
SerendY lnrelaxation
work and

Only a 5 min bike ride from SJSU
For more info call 297-1200
1319 Sunny Court

CC1 A 242Ing

COEDS- Artists & Models Studio is now
hiring attractive gals for part-time nude
modeling days nights-998-1965 MEN.
Photograph nude coeds, free camera &
film, student discounts, group rates 141$
The Aiarneda S J 11 a m -12 p m

:

Anne Campbell; and a brother,
William Campbell.

Fin.’ Arts Ai adfunv in R11111e.

Soccer

The

Dr. John Hospers, Ph.D..
presidential candidate on the
Libertarian Party ticket will
speak today at 2 p.m. in CU.
Umunhum Room.
Dr. Hospers is director of the
Philosophy Department at the
University
of
Southern
California. His running mate

Margaret; son, Cameron I.
Campbell; daughter, Carolyne

1955, Campbell was on sick
from the university.
Originally from Cadillac,
Mich., he lived in Santa Clara
County for 20 years.
After receiving his B.A.
degree in 1955 and M.A.
degree in 1956 in ceramics
from SIR], he look five years
of private instruction with a
year of tutoring from Fredrica
internationally’
Malley,
known sculptress: two years
under R. Eicher. nationally photographer and
known
illustrator, and two years with
Sigmund Wolf. sculptor for the

Joseph Campbell

scheduled to speak

theaters during World War II.
He is survived by his wife.

leave

Aggies.
The SJSU streak includes eight wins this season and eight
from last season after a loss to UCLA.
Fresh off their. performance in the Nor-Cal Aquatic Federation
Tourney that netted the varsity their second straight title, thi.
Spartan’s next major goal is the PCAA title and a berth in (hi’
NCAA play-offs.

23 cadets granted
ROTC scholarships

Libertarian hopeful

WANTED

1 BORE, UNFURN. Married Couples
Only Resident owner Elec Kitchen.
pool. Very clean, large. 431$. 11th St S. J

VACANCY FOR MEN STU EEEEE . $10
WEEK. 146 S 10th.
2 BORN. turn. apt. 46165, from campus.
$150 on limes 5175 monthly. 185 E Reed
St 03,
FOR RENT
VERY Igo 1 B R Apts.
Furn, w w carpet*
SWIM pool, rec room. $130
Studios $100
620 S 9th SI SJ
3 BOMA, 2 bath townhouses. Backyard,
dble carport. Pets. kids OK $200 mo Call
258-1669 atter 12 noon
GIRLS TO SHARE ROOMS 1 blk from
college Everything new- must see to appreciate - 441 So 6th St 297-4057 Mrs
Rodger or see Kaye Christenson Room 7
MALE Share very large clean 3 bdrm.
apt. Pool Excel Ion $86.50 292-4273 or
247-8196 Marc
ROOM FOR RENT 299 S 12th St.
Fireplace, 2 bathrooms. garage No pets
Call 293-3060
II 2 BDRM..turn . apt $13S-9160.2 Ma.
from SJSU 121 No. 13111 St 01 or 256-1358
after 5 PM
LARGE, modern. clean, 1 bOnn., turn,
apts. Water, garbage, perking tree. Has
laundry tacit 2 Wks. from SJSU.
Reasonabl. rates 297-1030
ALL RENTAL NEAR SJS ADULTS ONLY.
1615bdrm., flan apt $1256 $135 per
mo. SPLIT LEVEL 3 berm, turn. Up toe.
$350 GIRLS K ITCH. PRIV. $47.50 per mo.
Swern pool. 210 room. INOUIRE 100 N.
5th 295-4482
ROOMS, MEN, CHEERFUL, AIRY, WALL
TO WALL carpels Good beds, furnace
heat. Guist 406S 11th St
APT. Weir bond near campus. 2 bdrm
mod kit turn., roomy. $155 Lease. 641
So 11th St
NOR F ROOMS BOARD, in quiet, comfortable nOrne Call 241-4911
LARGE ONE BIDROOM APT- Ilt/sh IN
NICE OLD HOUSE WITH FIREPLACE.
h&? S 5th St sEt

2 BORN, unfurn duplex yard. Close to
campus. $1401m0 289-8841 after 5 PM

LOVE YOUR SOPS
When you become
SHAKLEE distributor
you are your own boss No quotas
no risks, Every distributor has
different goal. & different approaches
The fed thal our natural products
really are the finest is reflected in
our Out of Sight Salem Growth
Pies.e make comparison.
We will ass you to do little research
before we let you sponsor in
NO DISCRIMINATION SHORT HAIR
OK
JOHN & MARY 448 SO 5TH 42-297,

LARGE one bedroom apt $135 in nice
old house with fireplace 590S 5th St NB
FREE ROOM & SOAR to a girl over 18
as a companion very nice etist Ct
Robert Oen al An 2308 After 5 PM

One
Imes

$105
Large studio, sep study room
Heated pools, turn w/w. carpets
5 min from campus
secluded
297-1200
FOR RENT 2 berm turn 6 runturn apt
w/p001 $135 10 $160. Call 294-1451
Deism 3 IL 8 pm Or meat 555 So. 10th SI
Apt all
2 BEDROOM furnished apartment near
campus Room for 4 students. Call 2522243
WHY RENT? Do you have $100.7 Do you
have pert time lob? Married? If yes to all.
you can buy on govt subsidy Call Frank
at Awed Associates 259-8180, 374-5940

PERSONALS
UNWANTED HAIR REMOVED
PERMANENTLY 235 E Santa Clara
Street Rm, 513 Phone 294-4499 Rental.
WHAT THE WORLD NEEDS NOW IS
GEORGE MCGOVERN
WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY that feels
like people in lows Petersen & Bishop
Photography 438 North Santa Cruz. Los
Gatos 354-2513 Mark or Ted
HELP1Serious grad. student needs a
quiet friendly piece to spend Thursday
night every week Can pep something
Please call 1-476-5445 collect anytime
PLAYBOY) Student rates 1 yr $8.50, 7
rrto $6 Send name. address & payment
to Playboy College Center, 1025
University, Sacramento, CA 95825.
ARTIST WANTED. Must sketch people
well Good $$$ possible. Sketch In yOur
spare time Call Bob, 5-10p.m, weekdays
et 293-2648
ONE WAY FLIGHT ticket to London
6130 Leaving Oakland Oct 17th Call
247-2814

51011. or $1115
1 bdrms 1020 Elm near the Alameda &
highway 17. With new green shag carpets
9115 248-1294

FOR LEASE: Office space for busi nem or
study one bfk from State. Carpeted, A/C
tendons’ from $25/mo. Agent 287-3311

WATER. WATER EVERYWHERE. Why
bring it all here to drink it1 Control San
Jose’s growth Vote Ferraro for County
Flood Control and Water Dietrect

LOST 8, FOUND
FRIDAY FLICKS "The Committee" 7615
PM Morris Dailey Aud.. Friday. Oct. 13.
Adm 504
ANYONE whO Can help rne obtain enders
please call Wes 287-5329,
DONATE ON BLOOD PLASMA
PROGRAM AND RECEIVE UP TO $407 A
MONTH Bnng student I.D. or this ad end
receive a bonus with your first donatkin.
HYLAND DONOR CENTER 36 S.
Aimaden Ave., Sen Jose. CA, 194-6536
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY 7 10 3:30.
000 11 NOT DEAD. BUT IF YOU DON T
VOTE FOR GEORGE MC GOVERN ON
NOV 7TH HE MAY COMMIT SUICIDE
RING LOST: Keepsake diarnond. Vic. N.
0th between Santa Clara &St. John. f1/29.
Reward. 295-8798
WHERE IS MAX? Lost grey stripe, tailless
cat 10/1 10th St near Reed Reward Cell
792.1587

SENIOR or Grad student rm emit kit &
living ern 2 bike from campus. Call 2956869 Pref eves aft 8 PM
QUIET ROOM- put home for serious
"streght" male student 297-6097
ROOMS for men 535-54.5 kit pnv., etc.
Clean. quiet. 361 No 5th St. 287-2803 aft
5. weekends anytime
"HOME AWAY FROM HOME" FellowsWillow Glen area. quiet w/kll
$45/mo to share 2941211

SERVICES
SPECIAL INSURANCE SAVINGS
program to be offered to Senior or Grad
students only. For additional into or free
brochure please contact Dine Hammer
298-3210. No premium payments for one
year
SPANISH STUDENTS - I atoning at all
Ir., dna natter cOrreC11011 by Latin
American student Call 293-3413
BRIDAL FAIR! PHOTOGRAPHY
HIGH quality wedding photography for
LOWEST Bay Area rates. UM inCludsta
gold & white album. 60 color prints of
Paul choice, full set of slides BRIDE
KEEPS ALL NEGATIVES-Extra full color
Meld 5-51 25 each
Staff at 20
photographers Make an appointment to
see our samples-then decide Open every
evening until 10 pm For FREE Bridal
Packet call 257-3161
TYPING
185 S 3RD
287-4355
TYPING, FAST, ACCURATE, ALSO
EDITING, IBM SELECTRIC, FORMER
ENGLISH TEACHER. CALL 244-6444
AFTER 8. MARY BRYNER.

Spartan

RENT A TV OR STEREO, no contract.
Free del Free service. Call Esche’s 2512598.
WICK WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY
Color bedding coverage from $0950
BRIDE KEEPS COLOR PROOFS &
album FREE $25 11.14 color well print
with wed service PHONE 2963300
Evenings till 10 PM

Daily

AUTO/MOTORCYCLE
INSURANCE
CSIS (COLLEGE STUDENT INSURANCE SERVICE). WITH NINE
CALIFORNIA OFFICES TO SERVE YOU.
HAS THE BEST RATES CALL US AT
286-8581 OR STOP BY 404 S. 3RD ST.2N0 FLOOR.

Classified

PROFESSIONAL
TRUMPETFLUGELHORN INSTRUCTOR Contact
Fred Padden at Benner Music 248-1012
or 374-3805
ACCURATE. experienced. fast TYPIST
Can edit theses, papers Near City
College Mn..Aelenian 298-4104
’TYPIST - Professional typing done
cheap Cell Anne al 14081867-5857 altar?
PM or 296-3131 before 6 PM

PHONE
277- 3175

RE-NEW YOUR OLD CLOTHES AND
SAVE Mt. Mending, alterations & custom
sewing at economic rate. Sharon 9235343

1 FTANSPOri TAT:GN
E UROPE -I
EAST AFRICA
Student flights Inexpensive student
camping lours throughout Europe Russia and Mexico Official SOFA agent ton
inter-European student charter theme.
including Middle Ent and Far East
Student ski tours European wed can
purchase system CONTACT ISCA,
11887 San Vicente Blvd 04, L A Calif
90049 TEL 828-0955

Classified Rates
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JOB
Students tern 131hr in spare time Run
your own aeration crews. Apply in person
Thur. Vico Fri 1-5 PM 1869 Snort Bina
Suite 18. Santa Clara.
MATURE MALE college student 0201 21
to share nintleent1111/11111ein screnge to,
12 hours maintenance work per week in
Saratoga Phone 3668118

FRU RENT, salary for college firt Shr 2
bd. 2 Mb apt w/l1 help working girl in
wheelchair 578-0879

HOUSE for rent 2 bedroom. $125
Burbank area 292-3848

WAITERS, BUSISOMFEEPIER. prof Must
Weak Chinese Waikiki Village Rest.
15486 Los Gatos Bled LO 356-9164

ssee

1 DORM. turn apt for rent $123/mo 460
4th SI, 1 blk from Duncan Hall
Mimed occupancy Remainder of Oct
has been pci Call Dane or Debbie 2967001111 7 PM wadays
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